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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation analyzes the phenornena of hysteresis in the Canadian economy from 

an open economy approach which combines studies of hysteresis in the international vade 

and the domestic labour market. In the theoretical analysis, two models for a small open 

econorny are developed: one for the aggregate demand side and one for the aggregate 

supply side. The first one presents a hysteretic IS-LM-BP model which shows that trade 

hysteresis could result in a vertical IS curve and bend the aggregate demand curve until 

it is infuiitely inelastic. A very steep aggregate demand curve explains the demand side 

hysteresis in the domestic economy. The second model denves an open economy version 

of the Phillips curve by allowing the exchange rate to enter thc right-hand-side of the 

equation. and provides a theoretical base for empirical testing. The empirical analysis of 

this siudy tests trade hysteresis and estimates the Phillips curve. Following the widely 

used approach of vade hysteresis testing. the unit root and the cointegration tests are 

performed on the series of net exports and the exchange rate for the data sets of the US, 

the OECD, and the rest of the world. The results show that both of net exports and the 

exchange rate followed random walk. and there is no cointegration between the two series 

which is consistent with trade hysteresis. The Phillips curve estimation includes two steps. 

Step one uses the causality test to show that changes in the exchange rate cause changes 

in the inflation rate, but not vice versa. which supports the open economy version of the 

Phillips curve. The sext step is to estimate the Phillips curve, and the degree of hysteresis 

is calculated from the results of the estimation. In alternative estimations with different 

mesurements of the unemployment rate. different data periods, and different data 

frequencies, the results sugpest that hysteresis has been significant in the Canadian 

economy. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The terni "hysteresis' means that which "cornes after" or "is behind", and comes from 

the Greek word for "to be behind". Today this teminology widely appears in natural 

science and it is used by scientists to describe the failure of a property that has been 

changed by an extemal agent to r e m  to its original value when the cause of the change 

is removed'. 

Hysteresis is a property of dynamic systems. Hysteresis systems are path-dependent 

systems. The l o n g - ~ n  solution of such a system not only depends on the long-run values 

of the exogenous variables, but also on the initial condition of each state variable. These 

systerns have a long-lasting rnernory and are therefore "histoncal" systems. 

Recently the concept of hysteresis has been adopted by economists to describe some 

economic phenomena which violate conventional economic theories. In these conventional 

theories, endogenous variables, such as unemployment and net exports, are functions of 

explanatory variables, such as the price level and exchange rate. However, much ernpirical 

' The phenomenon of hysteresis exists widely in the physical world. For example, in 
electromagnetism, a piece of ferrous metal can be pemanently magnetized after a 
ternporary electronic current shock. The relationship between changes of the intensity of 
magnetization in the metal and the intensity of magnetizing cunent can be described as 
a "hysteretic loop". 



evidence suggests that these "functional relations" do not always hold. In some cases, 

when an exogenous shock occurs, the endogenous variables respond as described in 

conventional t!!eones. The opposite. however, is not me; Le.. after the exogenous shock 

is withdrawn, its effeft on the endogenous variables does not disappear, and the 

temporary exogenous shock may have a permanent effect on the endogenous variables. 

That is, a temporary shock couid have a long-lasting effect on a system. This kind of 

phenomenon is defuied as an economic version of hysteresis. 

The principle of hysteresis has been applied in two fields of economics. One is in 

labour economics with special reference to unemployment, and another is in international 

economics with special reference to international trade. 

Beginning in the late 1980s. most theoretical and ernpincal studies on hysteresis have 

focused on the European labour market. As pioneers in this area, Blanchard and Summers 

(1986) discovered that the relationship between unemployment and inflation ievel 

suggested by the Phillips curve is not symmetric. in particular, when the inflation level 

increases (as the interest rate drops), the unemployment level does not respond to the 

change and retum to its original trend, but stays at its previous level pennanently. This 

phenomenon is called labour market hysteresis. 



Studies on hysteresis in international trade are still in theu Uifancy. From the late 

1980's to the early 1990's. Baldwin (1988, 1990), Dùùt (1989a, 1989b), and Knigman 

(1987) hypothesized that a temporary and suniciently large rise in the exchange rate 

would induce permanent enmes by foreign fms, thereby resuiting in a permanent loss 

in trade balance. However, there are no convincing empirical reports to suppon the theory 

of ûade hysteresis so far. 

Studies of hysteresis in domestic labour markets and in international trade have ken  

separateiy conducted in the existing literature. This dissertation examines Mages or 

possible relationships b e w n  ttade hysteresis and domestic labour market hysteresis, or 

between the unemployment rate and the trade balance. For a small open economy, such 

as Canada, the evidence is supportive of ünkages. Long before people drew attention to 

the phenornenon of hysteresis in economics, Turnovsky (1972) realized the special 

character of the Canadian economy when he studied the Phiilips c w e  for industrialized 

countries. He pointed out that "the major difference behueen them (the Phiiiips curves in 

the Canadian and the US economies), of couse, is that unlike the United States, Canada 

is heavily dependent on foreign trade. This tends to make the economy more cornpetitive 

...". Therefore, to conduct a study which combines trade hysteresis and domestic labour 

market hysteresis may enable us to understand the nature of hysteresis for a trade oriented 

smali economy, and identify causes of hysteresis for the Canadian economy. 



1.2 Motivation of Tbis Study 

The objective of this dissertation is to combine the studies on the domestic labour 

market and international trade and apply them to investigaie the hysteresis hypothesis in 

the Canadian economy. The Canadian economy is well suited to this study, given its 

heavy international trade orientation. IJI fact, its domestic economic performance is largely 

dominated by net exports. 

During the 1s t  four decades, Canadian economic performance has ranged widely. The 

average unernployment rate has steadily hcreased, from 4.0 percent in the 1950s. to 9.3 

percent in the 1980s. Over the same time period the average inflation rate has fluctuated 

between 2.5 percent and 7.3 percent without displaying any clear trend. A Phillips curve 

explanation seems poorly suited to explain the joint behaviour of inflation and 

unemployment rates for the Canadian economy. It might be possible to use the hysteresis 

hypothesis to characterize this phenomenon. 

In this dissertation, we examine the existence of hysteresis in the Canadian economy. 

Existing empirical analyses provide mixed results. Fortin (199 1, 1993) support the concept 

of hysteresis; however, Cozier and Wdkinson (1991) and Poloz and Wilkinson (1992) 

reject hysteresis. AU of these studies were isolated within a closd economy model. Given 

the dependence of the Canadian economy on international trade, it is important to study 

hysteresis in the context of an open economy model. 



1.3 Possibk Souras of Hysteresis for the Candian Eeonomy 

Hysteresis describes an irregular relationship (asyrnmetric icsponses) between 

economic variables. e.g., the innation and the unemployment rate, or the trade balance 

and the exchange rate. The irregular relationships could be "symptomsw of major changes 

and adjustments in the economic strucnue. Therefore, hysteresis phenornena in the 

Canadian economy (in both trade and labour markets) could be an indication of structural 

changes and adjustments in the economy. To list these changes and adjustments may help 

us to identify sources of hysteresis and understand the nature of hysteresis. If we consider 

the changes and adjustments as the sources of hysteresis in the Canadian economy, then 

these sources could be viewed as the extemal factors and the intemal factors. 

1.3.1 Extemal Causes of Canadion Hysteresis 

Extemal sources of international market pressure may affect the domestic economy 

through the channel of changes in the exchange rate and cause the Canadian hysteresis 

in trade and labour market. International market pressure includes: (1) strategic changes 

in the global economic structure; (2) dramatic shocks in the pices of oil and other 

primary commodities in the world market; and (3) unpredictable fluctuations in the 

international financial market. 



1. Structurai Changes in A Globd Economy 

After the Second World War, a pyramid shaped economic hierarchy was formed in the 

global economy according to the diffennces in productivity and income level among 

nations. On the top of the pyramid, there is a smaU group of "developed countries" led 

by the United States. The middle of the pynmid is composed of "developing countries" 

which are transforming their economies from agriculniral to industriai activities. On the 

bottom of the pynmid are many "underdeveloped countries" which rernain traditional 

agricultural economies. The high income of the top group of counaies is ensured through 

a large produc tivity gap relative to underdeveloped countries . From an in temational 

economics viewpoint, the productivity gap is detemineci by the capacity of innovation in 

new products2. 

ffigman (1979) assumed that innovation in new products takes place first in the 

developed countries3. The theory of international trade suggests that the huge income gap 

between the North and the South is caused by an asymmetric trade flow: the North 

exports high-valued "new products" to the South at monopolistic market pnces, and the 

South exports low-valud prllnary commodities (agricultural, raw material, and labour 

* "New products" include strategic commodities, such as cornputers and aircraft, 
banking and insurance businesses, Hollywood en tertainment and McDonald' s franc hises. 

We adopt KNgman's (1979) convention of denoting developed countries as being 
from the "North" and underdeveloped countries as k i n g  located in the "South". 



intensive goods) to the North at cornpetitive market prices. 

This global economic structure, however, has been dramatically changed during last 

two decades. Success of the Japanese economy in the 1960's signalled bat the existing 

global economic hierarchy is a dynamic system. Adjustment in the hierarchy occurs if the 

productivity gap changes among different economies. A major factor affecting change is 

technology mobility from the North to the South. 

The fust wave to shock the pyramid was the rise of the New industrial Counlnes 

(NIC) in the 19703, namely Taiwan, Korea, Singapore, and Hong Kong. Their success 

was based on Northem technology that enabled them to expori capital intensive goods, 

rather than labour intensive goods. 

In the 1980's, rapid economic growth in China and the other New Dragons, Le., 

Thailand, Maiaysia, Philippines, and Indonesia, fomed another wave to shock the top of 

the pyramid. Their rapid growth was due to the acceleration of technology rnobility from 

the North. The net result of these forces has ken  to mitigate the productivity gap between 

the Northem and Southem countries. 

To maintain the productivity gap, the Northem countries required accelerated 

innovation in new products and services. The speed of innovation in the North, however, 

is not likely to be able to match the technology mobility from the North to the South. 



Under this international challenge. the ability of the North to recover from each mcession 

became w d e r  and weaker. The high paid jobs (cornpa~g with the rest of the world) 

lost in the recessions of the 1970's and the 1980's became more and more difficult to 

regain. Due to global competitiveness. the domestic market mechanisrn in the North is 

weakening, which could be observed as an imgular movements in economic variables; 

i.e.. change in the unemployment rate is not proportionate to the change in the inflation 

rate. and the balance of vade does not respond to the change in the exchange rate. 

For the s m d  and open Canadian econorny, changes in international competitiveness 

could generate unexpected shocks to its domestic economy. As a result, the pressure from 

the rest of the world may appear as hysteresis. From this viewpoint, the asymmetric 

dependence between the Canadian and the US economies may cause vade hysteresis in 

Canada, and in addition. tracie hysteresis may add to the labour market hysteresis in the 

Canadian domes tic econom y. 

A strong linkage between the economies of Canada and the US determines that the 

Canadian economy is heavily Jependent on US economic performance. The dependence 

is not only due to the large amount of trade flow between Canada and the US which 

dominates the Canadian economy, but also because the Canadian economy is "brmch- 

plant oriented" in nature (Le., many Canadian companies have their parent companies in 

the US). In addition, the relative size difference in the two economies results in an 

asymmetric dependence. The asymmetric pattern of dependence between the two 



economies could weaken the market mechanism in the smaller Canadian economy, 

because the unexpected shocks could be exported from the US to Canada through changes 

in the exchange rate between the two currencies, but not vice versa. As an indication of 

faüure in market adjustrnent, the hysteresis phenomenon could k more significant in the 

Canadian economy than it appears in the US. 

II, Pnce Shocks fkom the Rest of the Wodd 

in addition to the dynamic adjustments in the world-wide income distribution, which 

appear as changes in the pattern of vade in the global economy, a change in the ternis of 

trade which appears as price shocks from the world market may also add to Canadian 

hysteresis. From the theory of international made (e.g., the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson 

theorem), the price shocks to the industrialized economies could be viewed as a trend of 

price equalization in the global market. that is. a price decline in their exporting goods 

and a pnce hcrease in theû irnporting. 

The acceleration of technology transformation from the North to the South has been 

diminishing the monopoiistic market power of the "new products" in the world market, 

For example, when the US and Japanese f m s  (such as GE, Motorola, Sony, or 
Toshiba) introduce new products to market, fims in Korea, Taiwan, and Southem China 
will quickly replicate their technology. The time lag behueen the first appearance of the 
products from the North and the folîowen from the South has shrank dramatically. 



so the top group of economies fuwls it more and more difficult to maintain their high 

income status by selhg their commodities to the est  of the world at monopolistic market 

prices. 

At the same the ,  the price structure of the prirnary commodities has changed in the 

world market during the last two decades. As a result of the change, Northem economies 

are not able to pay low cornpetitive madcet prices to the South. For example, the 

formation of the OPEC and the dramatic changes in oil prices generated drastic pnce 

shocks in the Canadian economy (and other industriaiized econornies) in the last two 

decades. n i a  monopolistic power of the OPEC enabled it to raise oil prices from USS6 

per barrel in 1972 to USS14 per barrel in 1974. and U S W  per barre1 in 1981 (Gordon 

1993). A temporary drop of the price (to USSl7 per banel) in 1986 did not last long, and 

one year later (in 1987) it rebounded to above the level of USS20 per barrel. The latest 

oil shock came from the iraq-Kuwait War in 1990 and it stirnulated the price to USS40 

again. There is no indication that these kinds of shocks could be prevented or predicted 

in the future. Due to the infiexibility of price adjustments. al1 these shocks had permanent 

effects on the Canadian econorny by adding extra production costs to the dornestic 

economy. 

For a large economy Like the US, Gordon (1993) pointed out that "... (due to oil pnce 

shocks) in fact, the lowest nominal GDP growth of the decade was experienced in 1975. 

when the inflation rate was the fastest". This implies that the uade-off relationship 



suggested by the Phiiiips c w e  was weakened by the oil price shocks in the US econorny. 

Increases in the costs of production has permanent effects on the domestic economy 

which may appear as hystmsis. For a srnall open economy like Canada this phenornenon 

should be more signifcant than for the US. 

III. International Financiai Market Fluctuatioirs 

The fmal extemal source of hysteresis stems from the shocks of unpredictable 

international financial market chaos. Because the US douar is the major currency in the 

world fuiuicial market, fluctuations in the US doilar generate major shocks to the global 

fmancial market, and therefore the fmancial market pressure affects the Canadian 

economy through changes in exchange rates, especially the rate between the Canadian and 

the US dollars. 

From the Bretton Woods Agreement of 1944 to the end of 1960's. the gold standard 

currencies and the futed exchange rates among major industrial cmencies played a major 

role in stabilizing the global financial market. Low interest rates preventej sudden drastic 

changes in exchange rates and capitaî movements and resulted in a stable global fmancial 

market. Since the 1970's. the situation has changeci ~ign~cant ly .  The flexible exchange 

rate system adopted by industrial economies implied that changes in the US doilar became 

more and more volatile during the last two decades. Cameron (199 1) suggested that "... 



as long as the US dollar is the main key cunency, the United States is free to increase 

the world's money supply too rapidly without suffering all  of the consequences (of 

expansionary monetary policy)". Due to the difference in relative sizes of and asymmetric 

dependence between the Canadian and US economies, fluctuations in the exchange rate 

between the two cumncies generated tremendous unexpected shocks to the Canadian side. 

During the 1st  two decades, there were three major foreign exchange operations to 

change the US dollar supply in the global fmancial market: in the late 19703, the US 

monetary authority intervend in the market to support its dollar, in 1985 it inteivene. 

in the money market again to counter the strong US dollar; and from 1987 to 1990, the 

purpose of the intervention was mixed but it caused fluctuation in the money market 

(Jacobson 1990). Consequently every large movement of the US dollar caused a fmancial 

market shock to the Canadian economy. Therefore, changes in the US dollar (and other 

major currencies) could cause shocks in the global financial market which will affect the 

Canadian economy. For instance, the unification of the two Germanies generated the 

highest domestic inflation in Gemany since 1945 (The Economist, 2 May 1992). The 

domestic market pressure of Germany could be exported to other economies through 

exchange rate shocks? As a mail and open economy, Canada might be more sensitive 

to these international fluctuations than those large economies. If the domestic economy 

could not smoothly adjust to respond to the shocks. effects of the shocks will accumulate 

A theoretical mode1 will be developed to show how changes in exchange rate affect 
a smail open economy. 



and result in a hysteresis in the Canadian econorny. 

The intemal sources of hysteresis corne from changes and adjustments in the domestic 

econornic structure. These changes and adjustments generate domestic market pressure 

which deteriorates the market mechanism and causes an asymmetry effect in the 

relationship of the infiation-unernployrnent trade-off. n ie  pressure may be generated from 

at least two sources: the rigid labour market and the government's social welfare 

programs. 

1. Rigid Labour Market 

For an industrialized economy Lüre Canada, labour is the most important production 

hput (wage and salary payments made up 70% of the national incorne) and the country's 

entire econornic performance is largely affected by the structure of the labour market. The 

unions' monopolistic power over wage bargainhg and labour supply6 may harden the 

Even though only about 30% of all labour in Canada is unionized, the rest of the 
labour market has to. more or less, match the unionized wage level, because a visible 
wage gap behueen the unionized and non-union workers rnay cause employee shirking in 
the non-unionized sectors, as Akerloi and Yellen (1 987), and Lawrence ( 1986) suggested. 



market mechanism and cause hystensis. Yellen (1984) described this effect in the 

"insider-Outsider Theory". According to this theory. the insiders, those worken already 

employed by fimis, typicdy try to keep their wage high. n i e  outsiders, the unemployed. 

bear part of the cost of higher wages because at lower wage they might have k e n  hired. 

When a recession cornes, some of the insiders in the wage-setting process become 

outsiders as the unemployment rate rises. The insideo are able to dernand higher real 

wages (the infiation rate during a recession is usualiy low) as the gmup of insiders is 

smaller. Then the recession rnay permanently push real wages further above the 

equilibrium level and result in a persisiently high unemploymeni rate. 

During the 1960's. the unemployment rates in Canada and the US were about the same 

on average since the NO countries had similar labour markets. Since the mid- 19703, the 

unemployment rate in Canada has been about 2 8  or 3% higher than that of the US on 

average. Mankiw (1992) suggests that Canadian labour laws did more to foster 

unionization in Canada relative to the US since the 1970's. In 1991, 33% of the labour 

force in Canada were unionized, but the unionization of labour in the US at the same the 

was only 16% (Monthly Labour Review, December 199 1). Since the 1970's. the real 

wage in Canada increased by 30% relative to the real wage in the USA. The cornparison 

may suggest that labour unionization is a source of hysteresis in the Canadian economy7. 

- -- 

' Adams (1989) snidied the union density and bargainhg coverage in selecteû 
industrialized countries (Canada, the USA, the UK, West German y, Japan. and S weden). 
His results suggest a direct linkage between labour unionization and hysteresis. 



Another possible source of hysteresis is the govemment's social weIfare programs. 

Some social welfare programs provided by the govemment may discourage or ceduce the 

efforts of unemployed people to search for jobs. By comparing differences in the 

unemployment insurance benefiu between Canada and the United States, Moorthy (1989) 

suggested that the unemployment insurance (UI) system plays an important role in the 

Canadian economy. His study argued that UI is a cntical feature of the Canadian system 

in bat the provision of benefits, not oniy to those unemployed people who have lost their 

jobs, but also to some who have reentered the labour force or left jobs, has been largely 

responsible for the persistent high unemployment rate in Canada. This view is also shared 

by the Job-Searching-Separating mode1 (Barro, 1988). 

The above analysis suggests that the Canadian economy has experienced shoclrs from 

external (international) and interna1 (domestic labour market) sources, and these shocks 

caused structural changes and adjustments in the economy. Accordingly, the conventionai 

market mechanisrn has deteriorated. The hypothesis of hysteresis can be used to detect 

the deterioration of the market mechanisma in the context of an open economy mode1 of 

the Canadian economy. 

Even though hysteresis and market mechanisrn deterioration are not the equivalent concepts, 
but we could consider the former as a possible signal of the latter. 



An empuic ai investigation of Canadian hysteresis is equaiiy important because it is 

directîy related to Canadian indusirial policy. As hgrnan (1991) showed, tnde 

hysteresis may cause de-industriaiization for the smaller economy in trading. This 

consideration is particularly Unportant for Candian policy rnakers, given the 

consequences of losses in the manufacturing inâustry to the United States. If our empûical 

resulu show that the labour market hysteresis was caused by international fluctuations, 

policy makers should devote their efforts to funher mitigating international shocks to 

improve Canadian global competitiveness. 

1.4 Dissertation Layout 

This dissertation consists of s u  chapters which are organized as follows. 

Following the review of the background of hysteresis and motivation of this smdy in 

chapter one, chapter two reviews conventional theories on the trade balance determination 

and the Phillips cuve hypothesis. The theories suggest that the relationships between the 

trade balance and the exchange rate, and between the inflation and the unemployment 

rate, are functional (a variable proportionaiiy responds to changes of another). 

Chapter three surveys the literature on trade hysieresis and labour market hysteresis. 

The survey fmds enisting studies foiiow the international trade literaaire or the domestic 



labour market literature without recognition of interdependencies. The conclusions of the 

studies are far from complete, in the measures of both theoretical analysis and empirical 

investigation. in addition. their applications to the Canadian economy are still in their 

eariy stage. 

Chapter four foms the theoretical framewoilr for this study. It starts from developing 

a trade hysteresis mode1 at the macroeconomic level (al1 existing models in trade 

hysteresis are microeconomic analyses), uid derives an explicit functional expression on 

trade hysteresis. The expression shows that with trade hysteresis, the net export, a 

component of the income identity in the IS-LM model. is a non-monotonie hinction of 

the exchange rate. A hysteretic net export could be introduced into the IS-LM model by 

applying the Xnterest Rate Parity (which maps the export-exchange rate space, X-E, to the 

output-interest rate space. Y-r). In this hysteretic IS-LM rnodel, investment is an inverse 

function of interest rate. but net exports are a positive function of the interest rate. When 

the two opposite forces offset each other, we observe a vertical IS curve. A vertical IS 

curve implies that the aggregate demand cuwe is also vertical. This explains hysteresis 

due to exchange rate shocks -- output remahs at a fured level regardless of price level 

changes. 

In addition. a smaU open economy version of the Phillips curve is developed in this 

chapter. Ln order to capture suppfy side shocks from the rest of the world, the open 

economy version of the Phillips curve ailows the exchange rate to enter the equation. The 



equation provides a theoretical base for the empirical testing of hysteresis in this study. 

Chapter five conducu empincal tests of hysteresis for the Canadian economy. The 

tests include two parts: trade hysteresis testing, and Phillips cuve estimation. 

Our theoretical mode1 in Chapter four suggests a non-monotonie relationship between 

the vade balance and the exchange rate when trade hysteresis occurs (Proposition 1). From 

the tirne series analysis point of view, the non-monotonie relationship can be interpreted 

as that the two t h e  series are not cointegrated. Trade hysteresis described in Roposition 

1 can be tested by examining whether the series of the trade balance and the exchangr 

rate are cointegrated. In addition. since each series having a random walk (integration in 

degree one) is the necessary condition for them to be cointegrated. we use unit root test 

to test whether the two series foliow a random walk. Therefore, the unit root test can be 

considered as a preüminary test for trade hysteresis. 

Test of labour market hysteresis is based upon estimation of the open economy version 

of the P W p s  curve, which is a result of previous chapter. The degree of hysteresis can 

be deterrnined frorn the coefficients of estimation. The methods used to estirnate the 

Phillips curve and detemine the degree of hysteresis are quite comparable with those of 

Gordon (1989), and Fortin (1991, 1993). 

Finaiiy. Chapter s u  summarizes the study. The conclusion of this study indicates that 

t8 



hysteresis has been signif~cant in the Canadian economy in the areas of both international 

tnde and domestic labour market, especidy since the middle of 1970's. In addition, the 

irade hysteresis did contribute to labour market hysteresis. 



CHAPTER TWO 

CONVENTIONAL THEORIES IN TRADE 

AND LABOUR MARKET 

In order to study the special properties when hysteresis occun in the international 

trade and labour market, it is necessary to summarize the development of the conventional 

theories in the two areas. Section one of this chapter su~~marizes the relationship between 

the vade balance and the exchange rate. and section two reviews the relationship between 

domestic inflation and output level. 

2.1 The Exchange Rate in an Open Economy 

The purpose of this section is to examine: (1) existing ueatrnents of the relationship 

between the balance of trade and the exchange rate. theoreticaiiy and empiricaiiy; and (2) 

how the effects of changes in the exchange rate pass through other endogenous macro 

variables. such as the interest rate. the domestic price level. and the unemployment level. 



2.1.1 Gxchange Rate and Trade Balance 

A key issue in contemporary international economics is to examine the effect of 

exchange rate changes on the balance of trade. via changes in prices. The traditional view 

of exchange rate rnovements typically assumed that a devaluatim would reduce the 

foreign currency price of exports and increase the home currency price of impons with 

opposite effects for revaluation. The empincal debate centred on price elasticities of 

demand for those expons and imports. If the elasticities were sufficiently large, the 

devaluation would produce volume effects (higher exports. lower impons) that would 

outweigh the adverse movement in the tenns of trade (cheaper exports, more expensive 

imports) and the trade balance would improve. 

Analysis of the effects of changes in the exchange rate can be traced back as early as 

the 1920's. as Professor Frank Taussig suggested in his textbook (1927). Among that 

early literature, Williams ( 1920), Viner (1924), White ( 1933). and Taussig ( 1927) himself 

studied historical examples of the balance of payments. These studies defined the concept 

of adjustment in the balance of payments which is the sum of the current account and the 

capital account. under conditions of both fixed and flexible exchange rates. 

It was not until the work of Laursen-Metzler (1950) that the connection between 

international monetary economics and macroeconomics became firmly established. Until 

then relative @ces and devaluation had been primarily dealt with in partial equilibrium 



models. Laursen-Metzler (1950) approached the effects of exchange rate changes on the 

balance of trade from different perspectives. The main point to emerge was the 

recognition that the balance of vade equds the excess of income over spending. 

Accordingly, the analysis of various disturbances in the& trade-balance effects could not 

bypass an explanation of the aggregate income-expenditure balance. 

By the early 1960's. macroeconornics had become f d y  established as an approach 

to open economy equations. The standard anaiysis was one of comparative statics in a 

model with income demand determined and with the exchange rate setting relative prices. 

The following years brought the highly influentid work of Robert Mundell. He studied 

the role of the exchange rate in macroeconornic analysis and the theories of policy 

instruments under fixed and flexible exchange rates. 

Based on previous work and his own contribution, Chacholiades (1978) provided a 

cornplete theoretical anaiysis to explain how changes in the exchange rate affect the trade 

balance. His analysis was based upon a standard open economy version of the Keynesian 

model. The model started from the income equation, a condition for the aggregate dernand 

side equilibrium, which defines national income as equal to aggregate demand for the 

goods and services produced by the nation. Aggregate demand can then be partitioned 

into two parts: (i) the domestic demand which is a surnmation of consumption, 

investment, and governrnent expenditure; and (ii) the demand from the rest of the world, 

namely, the balance of trade, which is defined as the difference between exports and 



imports. Combining the income equation with the investment equation. Chacholiades 

showed that the balance of trade is equal to the gap between the savings of a nation over 

its investment. or the excess of incorne of a nation over its total domestic spending. This 

result is indeed a macmeconomic interpntation of the balance of irade which bridges two 

fields of economics, international trade and macroeconomics. in one system of analysis. 

Therefore the balance of trade and its two components, exports and imports, are d l  

macroeconomic variables. 

Exports and imports are mainly detennined by domestic and foreign income, the price 

level, and the exchange rate. From this multi-variable function, the effects of a change 

in exchange rate on the trade balance can be anaiyzed by deriving partial derivatives of 

the trade balance with respect to the exchange rate. As a result. the mode1 shows that a 

change in the exchange rate will have two kinds of effects: a pnce effect which directly 

affects the volume of trade. due to change in the ternis of vade (through a change in 

relative prices between the domestic and the foreign); and the income effect which 

measures changes in the welfare of the nation (through changes in the national income 

due to changes in the relative prices and the volume of trade). A general conclusion of 

Chacholiades' analysis is that there is a functional relationship between the balance of 

trade and the exchange rate. 

In addition, if the price elasticities of the export and the impon satisw the stability 

condition (which is known as the Marshall - Lerner condition), a devaluation will be 



favourable for the balance of trade. Dombusch (1980) gave the simpiified expression. 

d~ - = M ( m .  
al? _ + q  - 1 )  

where T stands for the balance of trade. E stands for the exchange rate. rn, is the price 

elasticity of export, m, is the price elasticity of import, and M is a positive coefficient. 

If the Marshail-Lerner condition is satisfied (the summation of the price elasticities is 

greater than unity). the functional relationship between the trade balance and the exchange 

rate is positive. This relationship is widely adopted by conventional literatures, for 

example, Baillie and McMahon ( 1989). 

Since the 1970's, many studies in the field of international economics have focused 

on empirical analysis. Several papers appeared which tried to analyze empiricaily effects 

of devaluation on the trade balance and the balance of payments. Al1 these studies used 

the exchanp rate, the income level and some other exogenous variables, such as the price 

level or the rnoney supply, to explain the balance of trade. There is a number of widely 

quoted studies which reported different results. 

Cooper's ( 197 1) study showed that the impact effect of 15 of 24 devaluation cases (for 

developing countries) was to improve the trade balance. To continue Cooper's smdy. 

Connolly and Taylor (1972) tried to analyze the relationship between the balance of 



payments (defined as net change in reserves) and the domestic output. and their results 

also suggested that devaluation improved the balance of payments. 

Later. Laffer (1976) examined the time path of the trade balance over 7 years (for the 

US). from 3 years before devaluation m i l 3  yean after. He found that although the trade 

balance improved in the year following devaluation for 8 of 15 cases, in one half of those 

cases the vade deficit was still worse than the average balance of the 3 years prior to 

devaiuation. A similar study was reported by Salant (1976). who examined the 

relationship between the exchange rate and the balance of payments based on IO1 cases 

from the US data, and found that in about three quarters of the cases (75 of 101) the 

balance of payments improved as a result of devaluations. In contrast. the devaluation 

resulted in improvement in the trade balance only in less than one half the cases (46 of 

10 1). 

Miles (1979) studied the statistical relationship between the exchange rate and both 

the trade balance and the balance of payments for 14 countries with 1960's data. The 

study tested the effect of devaluation while standarizing for other variables that may affect 

the foreign accounts. His report shows that the balance of payments does seem to improve 

following devaluation. but empirical evidence is not strong to support the hypothesis that 

devaluation improves the trade balanceL. 

In his empirical equations, he used the exchange rate 
and other variables, such as the growth rate and money supply, 
to explain the trade balance. The regression results show that 
the coefficient of exchange rate is significant (at the 5% 



Another ernpiricai analysis on the exchange rate - trade balance relationship was 

reported by Feldman (1982). The study andyzed the US data for the pend of 1975 - 

1982 and concluded that 20% appreciation in the US dollar caused 18% increase in 

imports (excluding petroleurn). The report suggested that a change in the exchange rate 

did affect the trade balance for the US. 

From the 1980's to the early 1990's. empirical studies on the exchange rate - trade 

balance continued, but the findings were stiU inconclusive. For example, Rose (199 1) 

examined the data of five major OECD countries. including Canada. Gennany, Japan, the 

UK. and the USA, for the period of 1976 - 1986, and found there is little evidence that 

the exchange rate significantly affects the vade balance. 

In conclusion. the relationship beiween the trade balance and the exchange rate is 

clearly established in theoretical analysis, but the hypothetical relationships have not been 

clearly tested in ernpirical analysis. 

2.1.2 Exchange Rate and Macroeconomics 

How does a change in the exchange rate affect other macroeconomic variables? Since 

Cassel (1919, 1922) introduced the hypothesis of the Purchasing Power Parity. the 

level) f o r  only 3 of 14 countries. 



exchange rate has been related with macroeconomic analysis in a large range of contexts 

by various authors. including Dombusch ( 197 1. 1973. 1986. and 1988). who studied the 

relationship between the exchange rate and inflation (@ce level); Sargent (1985. 1987). 

who used the exchange rate as an exogenous variable in the Cash-in-Advance mode1 to 

andyze policy optirnization; and Blanchard and Fischer (1989), who used the exchange 

rate to model asset pncing. Research commonly focuses on studying the behaviour of the 

exchange rate itself. as in Baillie and McMahon (1989). rather than using the exchange 

rate as an important variable in a broad model. 

Ueda (1983) modeled a srnall open economy based on the Mundell - Fleming model 

to demonstrate the role of the exchange rate in rnacroeconornics2. The rnodel shows that 

the exchange rate plays an important role in the domestic economy. by affecting both the 

money and the goods markets. According to this model, a change in the exchange rate 

will be responded by a change in the dornestic interest rate. The change in the interest 

rate will affect money demand in the domestic monetary market and generate a market 

pressure to change the pnce level. In the goods market, the change in the interest rate will 

causes a change in investment, and the change in the exchange rate will cause a change 

in net exports. As the result, the output will be changed. 

In order to examine the relationships between the exchange rate and other 

sirnilar analysis can be seen in many advanced 
macroeconomic t e x t s .  For example, Turnovsky (1977) and Scarth 
(1988). 



rnacroeconomic variables. Robinson. Webb and Townsend (1979) tested the influences 

of the exchange rate changes on prices based on the data of 18 industriai countries for 

various time periods. Their report hows that the deviations of domestic price levels (from 

their trends) in these economies c m  be explained by changes in the exchange rates. 



2.2 The Phülip Cuwe and its Developments 

This section surveys literature on the labour market which includes the original 

Phillips curve relationship, the expectation-augmented Phillips curve. the concept of the 

natural rate of unemployment. empincal studies on the relationship, and their applications 

to the Canadian econorny. 

2.2.1 Original PhUlips Cuwe 

Unemployment and inflation have been the focus of macroeconomics since its birth. 

Unlike many other dimensions of economic achievement and failure, unemployment and 

inflation are readily measurable. painful to experience, and therefore of direct and 

imrnediate concem to participants in ail markets. It is hardly surprising that the Phillips 

curve which relates these two variables has attracted more attention than any other 

macroeconornic hypothesis. Economists had started to investigate the relationship between 

the two variables before Phillips and his remarkable paper in 1958. Fischer (1926) had 

identified "a statistical relation between unemployment and price changes", though he 

viewed causation as mnning from high inflation to low unemployment. rather than in the 

opposite direction. Tinbergen (1933) was apparently the fmt to estimate a Phillips curve 

of a conventional fomi for the Netherlands data. Later he contemplated applying the sarne 

relationship in his study of the British vade cycle in the nineteenth century ( 195 1), though 

he eventually settled on the rate of change of coal prices as the determinant of wage 



inflation. Klein and Goldberger (1955) included a Phillips curve in their econometric 

mode1 of US data. Brown (1955) illustrated the relation between wage change and 

unemployrnent graphically. Indeed. the dependence of wage inflation on unempioyrnent 

had k e n  rejected by Dunlop (1938) long before Phillips' article had been written. 

However, none of those studies explicitly revealed the trade-off relationship between 

unemployment and inflation. as Phillips did in 1958. 

The theoretical foundation of the Phillips curve is simply the hypothesis that the price 

of a commodity changes at a rate determined by excess demand for it. The labour market 

was selected for analysis because the unemployment rate is a readily observable proxy 

for excess demand. Lipsey (1960) set this relationship into a standard version, as we can 

see in most literatures today: 

where w is the wage inflation. and (I is the unemployment rate. Phillips estirnated the 

relationship between unemployment and the rate of change of wages. The data were used 

for fitting the curve related to the period 1861-19 13. When that curve was superimposed 

on a scatter diagram showing the post-Second World War observations for 1948- 1957, 

they were found <O lie very close to the curve. This is a remarkable result and it exhibits 

unchanged parameters over a priod of almost a century. Since then, many empincal 

studies have been conducted to verify the trade-off relationship between the two variables. 



The most well-known repofts include Samuelson and Solow ( 1 %O), Lipsey ( 1960), 

Griffin ( 19621, Wallis ( 197 1). Rowley and Wilton ( 1973). and Gilbert ( 1976). 

2.2.2 The Expectations-Augment Phillips Cuwe 

Based upon Phillips* work, Friedman (1966, 1968) and Phelps (1967, 1968) modified 

the Phillips curve ailowing for the orientation of wage setting towards the future. Equation 

2-5 becarne: 

where P denotes the expected rate of prke change. The unit coefficient on this variable 

is the crucial feature of the equation. 



Figure 2- 1 Expectation-Augmented Phiiiips Curves 



Different Phillips curves for each value of the expected rate of price change are shown 

in Figure 2-1. Assume for simplicity that firms set their prices as a mark-up on unit 

labour cost, and suppose there exists an initial equiiibrium at point A: the unemployment 

rate is (Io, the actual and expected rates of price change are zero, unit labour costs are 

constant, and nominal and real wages are increasing at the rate of productivity growth q. 

There is then a demand for labour expansion which reduces unemployment and increases 

the rate of wage inflation. so that the economy moves from point A to point B along the 

curve labelled F = O. Wages are now rising at x percent per period. unit labour costs are 

no longer constant, and so prices wiil start to rise at a rate of x - q per period. With prices 

rising, the expectation of price stability embodied in the short-nin Phillips curve must be 

revised. When expectations have adjusted fully to this experience of inflation. the relevant 

Phillips curve will be that labelled P = x - q. which is derived by displacing the original 

curve vertically upwards by the change in the expected inflation rate. At any 

unemployment rate level below U,, however, wages will rise at a rate in excess of x 

percent, and the process of adjustment to the experience of change will be repeated. The 

Phillips curve will continue to shifi venically upwards as long as unemployment remains 

below Uo, and the actual inflation rate will continue to increase. dragging the anticipated 

rate upwards with it. The process will be terminated only when unemployment has 

retumed to (Io, at which point the acceleration of inflation ceases because the actual and 

anticipated rates of pice change are again equal. e.g. at point C. Therefore Uo is the 

equilibrium or "naturai" rate of unemployment, because only at that rate are expectations 



consistent with expenence. Once reattained it will be maintained, in the absence of further 

disturbances. with inflation contiming at whatever level was reached while unemployment 

was below the natural rate. To bnng the inflation rate down. unemployment must be held 

above LI, so that the above process operates in the reverse direction. Friedman and 

Phelps' modification suggests thcre is a whole family of Phillips curves, each associated 

with a particular anticipated inflation rate and vertically displaced from any other Dy the 

difference between those anticipated inflation rates. 

2.2.3 The Natural Rate of Unemployment and its Interpretations 

The status of the natural rate of unemployment is closely related to the altemative 

intevretations of the expectation-augmented Phillips curve. The curve could also be 

interpreted as the inverted supply curve interpretation. Then the natural rate of 

unemployment represents the outcome of voluntary choices of aggregate supply (dong 

the curve). The magnitude of the natural rate can represent a cause for concem only if 

those choices are conditioned by inefficient institutions. Attention is then directed towards 

refonn of those institutions rather than the natural rate itself. Under the interpretation 

which treats the Phillips curve as the (inverted) supply curve, the natural rate "seems to 

be synonymous with the Keynesian concept of the minimum feasible unemploymenc rate" 

(Laidler 198 1). There is nothing intrinsically "natural" about the concept when it is denied 

the legitimacy conferred by voluntary choice. hence the alternative label is adopted by 



some economists. the "Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment". NAIRU. The 

se man tic di fference reflec ts their conviction that the unemploy ment associated wi<h stable 

equilibrium inflation is largely involuntary. The NAIRU may be affected by social policy 

expressed in the replacement ratio. which relates unemployment compensation to potential 

earnings; but this voluntary component is regarded as quantitatively unimportant. How to 

interpret the Phillips curve distinguishes the Neo-Classical and Keynesian undentaadings 

of the long-run relationship between wage inflation and the unemployment level. in the 

shon mn, both schools believe the inverse relationship suggested by the curve. 

2.2.4 Empirical Studies and the Canadian Case 

During the 1 s t  three and half decades, economists have made many attempts to 

estimate the original Phiilips curve relationship. When people tried to use the original 

Phillips curve to predict economic performances for the period of 1960s to 1970s, they 

found that forecasting errors were bigger and bigger as time went on, as Marin (1972) 

reported. The data fining problems encouraged studies to modiQ the original Phillips 

curve and resulted in the development of the expectation-augmented variation of the 

curve. Then testing the expectation-augmented Phillips curve rapidly became a very active 

field of research. In order to mode1 the expectation, many studies used adaptive methods 

as an econometric expression of the curve. A typical econometric form of the price 

expectation can be modeled as: 



where the coefficient )c is greater than O and less than 1. 

Combining Equations 2-3 and 2-4. the expectation-augmented Phillips curve cm be 

expressed as: 

This expression is known as the Koyck transformation' model. The coefficient a in 

Equation 2-5 measures the weight of expected pnce level in the wage seulement. The 

naturd rate hypothesis requires a = L  (i.e., the unit coefficient in Equation 2-3). 

Earlier studies. including Lipsey (1960). Solow (1969). and Sumner (1972), al1 

reponed that the curve is consistent with the empirical evidence. These studies support 

the concept of the naturd rate of unemployment because the empincal results were not 

able to reject the hypothesis of a = 1. However. rnany studies such as Gordon (197 1) and 

Parkin (1970) showed that empirical results were inconsistent with the US and the UK 

data because their estimated a is significantly below unity. Gordon (1976) suggested the 

inconsistent result was an empirical disturbance rather than a theoretical inconsistency. 

The Koyck transformation enables us to eliminate the 
unobservable expectation variable. 



He States "... the gradua1 acceleration of inflation dunng 1966-70 caused the computer to 

yield ever higher value of a as the passage of time provided additional observations until 

finaily ... tests with a sample p e n d  including early 197 1 were unable to reject 

statistically the hypothesis chat a = 1". Therefore an existence of the naturd rate was a 

cornmon concept shared by rnany economists at that tirne. 

Tumovsky (1970. 1972) studied the US data and the Canadian data separately. and 

found rnixed results. His reports showed that the expectation-augmented Phillips curve 

seems fit the Canadian data better than those of the US. To explain the difference 

between the two economies, he conjectured "the major difference between thern, of 

course, is that unlike the United States, Canada is heavily dependent on foreign trade. 

This tends to make the economy more cornpetitive and hence to make it conform more 

closely to the Neo-Classical assumptions". 

Strong policy implications of the Phillips curve. especiaily those disinflation related 

policies in the Canadian economy. encouraged more detailed empirical analyses to 

discover the nature of the inflation-unemployrnent relationship. Studies in the 1980's show 

that a great deal of uncertainty is involved in the Phillips curve relationship. 

A Phillips curve c m  be fully descnbed in the inflationsutput space, or altematively 

in the wage growth rate-unemployment rate space. by two factors: (i) its shape (slope); 

and (ii) its position (shift). The shape of the Phillips curve is largely dependent on the 



data set. such as what variables are used to represent inflation and unemployment (or 

output), what time p e n d  is under consideration, and the frequencies of the data. 

However. as long as the curve is downward sloping in the inflation-unemployment space 

or upward sloping in the inflation-output space. one should believe that the relationship 

suggested by the curve is correct. The shape and the position of the curve are of limited 

interest from a theoreticai perspective. 

A policy maker needs not only to recognize the trade-off relationship suggested by 

the Phillips curve. but also to determine the specifif curve of interest from the entire 

Phillips curve family. Therefore to determine the position of the curve is important. This 

problem involves the NAIRU determination and many studies on this have were 

conducted in the 1980s. Theoretically, the Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of 

Unemployment (NAIRU) is determined by the labour market equilibrium, but it is 

practically unobservable. in order to estimate the NAIRU, some presumed relationships, 

namely, the Phillips curve and Okun's law, have to be used. Their dependencies cause a 

logical deadlock (or. a vkious circle): An NAIRU is needed to describe a Phillips curve 

and a Phillips curve relationship is necessary to estimate the NAIRU. The following form 

of the expectations-augmented Phillips curve is prevalent in the 1980's empirical studies: 

where w is the wage growth rate. p' is expected inflation, g is expected productivity. u 
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is the actuûl unemployment rate. u' is the NAIRU. x is a set of other influences on the 

wage growth. r is a disturbance. and 6 and are coefficients. Obviously different 

specification of the right-hand-side variables in Equation 2-4 could result in different 

values of the NAiRU and the coefficients. Fortin and Prud'homme (1992) reported that 

the Canadian NAIRU in the 1980's should be in the range of 6.2% - 7%. The estimation 

by the Bank of Canada (Rose 1990) shows the NAIRU could be as high as 10.4% in 

Canada. Rose (1990) suggested some theoretical reasons for the uncertainty of the 

es timation, suc h as how to specify the fractional unemployrnent, demographic imbalance 

in the Canadian labour market, and the effects of labour unionization. Studies on the 

nature of the Phillips curve and its related concepts (Le., the NAIRU) are far from 

completion. Further investigation in this area includes studies of hysteresis. 



CHAPTER THREE 

LITERATURE SURVEY ON HYSTERESIS 

This chapter surveys developments within hysteresis studies. It includes three parts: 

tnde hysteresis. labour market hysteresis, and hysteresis in Canada. 

3.1 Trade Hysteresis 

It seems that the earliest appearance of hysteresis in relation to international vade was 

in the study of Kemp and Wan ( 1974), even though the study itself did not discuss trade 

hysteresis. The study analyzed the relationship between f m  cost and labour force 

adjustrnent within a closed economy model, but the authors conjectured that their model 

- could be rnodified to account for hysteresis in trade patterns due to international labour 

migration. 

Studies on international trade hysteresis did not really start until the late 1980s. The 

motivation of these studies was based on the trade practice between the US and Japan. 

In the early 1980s. the US dollar apprccirted against the Japanese yen and its trade 

deficits increased significantly dunng this period. Some American economists. including 

Richard Baldwin of Columbia, Avinash Dixit of Princeton, and Paul Krugman of MIT, 



were concemed that due to hysteresis. the t e m  of trade might not improve after the US 

dollar depreciated to its initial levels. In these studies, trade hysteresis has been analyzed 

from both the supply and the demand sides. 

3.1.1 The Supply Side Hysteresis 

Krugman (1986) considered the implication of hysteresis in the trade balance for the 

Purchasing Power Parity level of the dollar. In his paper. he did not mode1 hysteresis 

explicitly. but offered dynamic econornies of scale as a possible explanation for the 

existence of hysteresis in international trade. In the meantirne, Baldwin (1986) discovered 

that foreign firms can enter a domestic market only by incumng once-and-for-ail su& 

costs. A temporary and suffciently large rise in the exchange rate would induce 

permanent entries by foreign firms. Due to these sunk costs. f m s  will find it profitable 

to stay in the dornestic market even when the exchange rate retums to former levels. 

which is known as "the beachhead effect". Thus. the economy faces quite a different trade 

pattern even after the exchange rate has fallen to its previous value. In this case. trade 

hysteresis is identified with the notion that the exchange rate at which entry (of foreign 

f m )  occurs is not the sarne exchange rate at which exit occurs. Later, Baldwin and 

Krugman ( 1989) extended these considerations in several ways. Arnong other aspects. the 

behaviour of aggregated imports is examined when there are many industries subject to 

potential foreign entry. This aspect is important in order to ensure that the results of the 



single-industry case do not get smwthed away in the aggregaie. Moreover, they explicitly 

dealt with the feedbacks from entry and exit decisions to the exchange rate itself. 

Franz ( 1990) edited a special issue on hysteresis in Empirical Ecommics ( 15121 1990) 

to publish the latest developments in this area. in this journa Bddwin (1990) 

summarized ail trade hysteresis analyses in the supply side as following two models. The 

two are partial equilibrium models in nature and share a cornmon theoretical frarnework 

based on the Cournot-Nash quantity-taking game between domestic producers and foreign 

exporters, al1 of whom are endowed with perfect foresight. The domestic fimis are 

assumed to be the incumbents at the beginning or initiai stage of the game. whereas the 

foreign firrns are the potential entrants. 

In Baldwin's fust model, foreign f i m s  must undertake a fuced-cost investment in order 

to enter the domestic market. This investrnent is both sunk and durable (i.e., it lasts longer 

than a single period). It is meant to reflect firm-specific and market-specific costs such 

as those incurred to establish sales, distribution and service networks, to create brand 

recognition through advertising, and to redesign the product to meet local regulations. In 

the benchmark case, it is assumed that if the exchange rate were to remain at its initial 

level, then foreign fim would not enter the domestic market because the initial fixed 

cost exceeds the present discounted value of profits from expected domestic sales. 

However, if the domestic exchange rate were to appreciate temporarily by a sufficient 

amount at the beginning of the second stage of the garne, then foreipn f m s  would enter 



the domestic market because an appreciation of the exchange rate reduces theû constant 

average (and marginal) production costs, measured in domestic currency. The key result 

is that once these foreign firms are in the domestic market. their decision to exit depends 

only on whether bey cm cover the variable selling costs. and the sunk cost for entry is 

no longer relevant. Hence, it is likely that they would remrin in the market even if the 

exchange rate were to return to its initial level. In other words, the foreign firms' entry 

and exit decisions are asyrnmetric with respect to the level of the exchange rate because 

of the existence of the sunk cost for entry. Therefore. a temporary appreciation of the 

exchange rate causes vade hysteresis by permanently changing the structure of the 

domestic market (Le., foreign fims are now present) and increasing the level of imports. 

Thus. the existence of a sunk cost for entry produces a non-hear relationship between 

the level of imports and the exchange rate. 

In his second model, Baldwin assumed that instead of a one-time fmed cost to enter 

the domestic market. a fixed per-period cost must be paid by al1 fums, both domestic and 

foreign. incumbents and potential entrants. operating in the domestic market. In other 

words, the required investment is no longer durable; it lasts but a single period. In the 

benchmark case, it is assumed once again that the domestic f m s  are the incumbents. 

However, at the beginning of the second stage, the domestic exchange rate appreciates 

and. as a result, foreign firms enter because their unit production costs are now lower. 

This entry could potentially force al1 of the domestic producers out of the market. The 

likelihood of this outcome depends on the cost structures of the domestic f m s  and the 



elasticity of the demand curve. Therefore. in the third stage, when the exchange rate 

retums to its initial level. the foreign fi- would be incumbents. The basic intuition 

behind this mode1 is that there are two equilibria -- one in which only domestic firms are 

in the market and in the other. only foreign finns. A temporary and sufficientiy large 

exchange rate movement shifts the market fbm one equilibria to the other. Essentially. 

this mode1 can only determine the number of f m s  in the market. nct their countries of 

origin; consequently. there are multiple equilibria -- a result typical of trade models that 

incorporate increasing retum to xale. In this case, the non-linear relationship between the 

level of imports and the exchange rate is caused by the pnsence of increasing retum to 

scale that gives incumbents a cost advantage. 

The models of Baldwin and Kmgman form the basis for trade hysteresis literature and 

were extended significantly by Dixit (1989a. b). Dixit assumed that the exchange rate 

follows a Brownian motion. price is competitively determined but foreign firms' revenues 

in their currency (yen) are uncertain, since revenues are in domestic currency (US dollar) 

and the exchange rate is random. In the presence of sunk costs to entry and exit, foreign 

fums facing a random revenue sueam will choose to enter or exit at different levels of 

the exchange rate because of the fixed sunk cost to getting in or out of a market. With 

this consideration, pr ie  must get well above average variable cost for entry, and fa11 

below average variable cost to exit. The width of this entrylexit band is highly sensitive 

to the underlying variance of the price responsible for the randornness in revenues or 

costs, the degree to which any exchange rate shock is expected to be permanent. and the 



ratio of operating costs to sunk costs. In Dixit's models, this entry/exit band is described 

as a "trigger area". Within the trigger area foreign firms do not withdraw from domestic 

market regardless of changes in the exchange rate. These analyses are applied to foreign 

(Japanese) firms producing in their home country (Japan) but selling in the domestic (US) 

market. The choice facing foreign firrns is whether or not to enter the domestic market. 

In addition to andysing foreign fims' behaviour. Baldwin (1988) and Dixit (1989) 

drew special attention to hysteretic effects on import price. They argued that pricing 

behaviour was affected by the presence of additional foreign f m .  

Besides the sunk cost models, Knigman and Richard (1987) presented another supply 

side theory of vade hysteresis which is known as the learning curve model of industrial 

organization and comparative advantage. The basic idea of the learning curve model is 

that firm-specific unit costs of production are a decreasing function of cumulative output 

within the plant or firm, reflecting acquired skills and knowledge of the workforce 

involved. The theory is particularly relevant to advanced technological products such as 

aircraft and electronics with a fairly short product cycle. At the level of the individual 

firm, the presence of a learning curve effect implies that there is a strong advantage to 

k i n g  first in the market with a product in order to raise sales and thus to gain permanent 

cost advantages. As applied to exchange rates, the learning curve gives rise to hysteresis 

in a fairly straightforward way. The basic scenario goes like this. An appreciating 

dornestic currency allowed foreign f m s  to keep prices low and to sel1 volume at the 



expense of domestic firms at the same point in the product-development cycle. Increased 

sales by foreign firms relative to domestic fims allowed the foreign firms to get a 

permanent cost-productivity advmtage relative to the competing domestic firrns. When 

domestic currency retumed to its previous level. the foreign fims had secured a 

permanent comparative advantage in these higher-technology products. 

3.1.2 The Demand Side Hysteresis 

The causes of trade hysteresis could corne from the demand side if a temporary 

exchange rate appreciation leads to a permanent shift in the demand curve for foreign 

imports. The demand side hysteresis is based on imperfect competition theory and the 

notion of product differentiation. Schrnalensee (1982) explained the structural shift in 

demand. The idea is that incumbents fil1 up niches in product space to prevent entry, and 

advertisement-created product loyalty can reduce flexibilin in customers' buying 

behaviour when there are switching costs to consumers. Uncertainty about product quality 

in consumen' minds can also lead them to stick with what they know. Therefore in a 

product differentiated world with sunk costs to entry, an increase in the share of imports 

will not be relinquished easily by foreign cornpetiton who use foresight and strategies. 

Strong international linkages in demand can be exploited by firms maximizing the present 

value of profits, and such behaviour can lead to what appears to be market-share 

competition. The transmission mechanism in this theory runs from exchange rates to 



prices to increased market share that tends to become permanent; that is, a pemanent 

shift in the demand curve for impofls occurs that does not subseqwntly reverse in 

response to an exchange rate depreciation. 

From a welfare point of view. demand hysteresis is a potentially senous matter. It 

implies that the ternis of trade of the country experiencing a temporary exchange rate 

overvaluation could permanentiy detenorate. At least with supply hysteresis, consumers 

get iower prices of imports. Supply side hysteresis has the positive prediction that an 

exchange rate appreciation today impks. at a normal exchange rate, a higher level of 

imports and lower prices in the future. Demand side hysteresis implies a combination of 

higher prices' and possibly a higher level of imports. 

3.2. Labour Market Hysteresis 

Research on labour market hysteresis has been drawing a lot of attention since the late 

1980s. These studies were focused on the peaistence of high unernployrnent in Europe 

during the 1980s which posed some puzzles for theoretical and empincal 

macroeconornics. The analytical problerns are evidenced by estimates of the Natural Rate 

As the result 
domestic market shares 

of hysteresis, foreign firms occupy 
pemanently and even irnported goods are 

relatively expensive compared to those domestically produced. 
For example, the relativeîy high prices of Toyota pushed up 
general prices of automobiles. 



of Unemployment. or in tems of dynamics. the Non Accelerating Inflation Rate of 

Unemployment (NAiRU), which follows the actual path of unemployment rather closely. 

Friedman proposed his hypothesis of the Natural Rate of Unemployment in 1968. and 

this theory plays a key role in today 's macroeconomic theories. According to this theory, 

after a high unemployment recession. an economy should tend towards its natural rate as 

the inflation rate rises. Tobin (1972) summarized the dynamics of aggregate supply by 

using two equations: the pnce markup equation which describes the wage-price 

mechanism. and the Phillips curve equation which describes the wage-unemployment 

relationship. The dynamic solution of the two equations yields a long-mn equilibrium 

value which is known as the NAIRU. In Friedman's words (1968), the NAIRU is a "level 

that would be ground out by the Walrasian system of general equilibriurn equation". The 

New Classical school believes that there is a NAiRU for an economy and it is determined 

by the structure of the economy. Barro (1988) showed that NAIRU is govemed by the 

ratio of the "job separation rate" and the sum of "job separation rate" and "job finding 

rate". The NAIRU hypothesis allows macroeconomists to study separately short-run and 

long-run development in the economy, and it can be summarized as follows: '~c tua t ions  

in nggregate demand affect output and employment only in the short run. In the long run, 

the economy retums to the level of output, employment, and unemployment described by 

the classical mode1 " (Mankiw 1992). 

However. this theory could not expiain the experience in the European labour market. 
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especially in the United Kingdom. In the 1970s. UK unemployment averaged 3.4 percent. 

whereas in the 1980s it avenged 9.4 percent. There was no trade-off relationship between 

the inflation level and the unemployment level; the unemployment rates had been 

persistently high during the i98Os regardless of changes in inflation rates. 

By analysing this hysteretic phenornenon. New Keynesians began to question the 

existence of NAIRU and argue that the aggregate demand side may affect output and 

employment even in the long nin. As Solow (1986) pointed out, a natural rate that hops 

around from one triennium to another under the influence of unspecified forces. including 

past unemployment rates. is not "natural" at dl. Therefore, recessions in the short run 

might leave permanent scars on the econorny by altering the NAIRU. In other words. does 

the trade-off relationship suggested by the Phillips curve exist in today's industrialized 

economies? Or is the relationship tnie in only one direction (disinflation is always 

associated with high unemployment), but not vice versa? For exarnple. when the inflation 

rate rises (due to falling interest rate, generating rising demand and therefore rising 

inflation), we rnay not see a significant drop in the unemployment rate. This is the centre 

of the debate on hysteresis. 

Blanchard and Summers ( 1986, 1987, 19881, and Summers ( 1990) discovered that the 

relation between the unemployment and inflation level which is described by the Phillips 

curve does not hoid in reverse; i. e., when the inflation rate increases (and the interest rate 

drops), the unemployment level does not respond to these changes and retum to its 



original trend (NAiRU). but stays at its new level pemanently. They believe that unions 

play an important role in Europe which causes a persistent by high unemployment level 

via pnce (wage) stickiness. The rationak of labour market hysteresis can be explained by 

three different theories. 

The most dominant explanation of labour market hysteresis is the insider-outsider 

theory developed by Lindbeck and Snower (1987). This mode1 hypothesizes that 

employed union members (insiders) always set wages so as to maintain just their own 

employment rather than so as to care for the unemployed (outsiders). because of the 

monopoly market power of the insiders to hold up wages. Why don? firms fire insiders? 

There are two reasons: the first is the cost of hiring and training outsiders. and the second 

is the threat of strike action by insiciers. Adverse shocks which raise unemployment 

reduce the number of insiders. The new. smaller group of insiders then forms the basis 

of the next wage negotiations. The new, larger group of outsiders has no influence on the 

bargaining process. Rather, wages are set so as to maintain the new. lower level of 

employment. The shocks may be temporary but the new. higher level of unemployment 

is permanent with no tendency to return to its previous. lower level; i.e., unemployment 

exhibits hysteresis. 

The final explanation of hysteresis is that the economy's capacity falls during a period 

of high unemployment, reducing the level of capacity to the level of actual output. By 

compwing the cases of Europe and the US, Europe and Japan. and Germany and the US, 



the empirical studks of Graafland (1989). Brune110 (1990). and Jæger and Parkinson 

(1990). respectively. support the hysteresis hypothesis for the European labour market. 

Graafland (1989) used a wage-employment equation (an empirical version of the Phillips 

curve) to examine labour markets in European econornies, including Belgium. France. 

Germany. Italy, the Netherlands. the UK, and the US for the period of 1970-1985. His 

results showed that the hysteresis phenornenon is more devant in Europe than in the US. 

Brune110 ( 1990) used time series techniques (the Dickey-Fuller unit rwt  test) to test 

European and Japawse data for the period of 1955-1987 and reported that labour market 

persistency (another t e n  for hysteresis) is significant in Europe but not in Japan. In 

addition, Jaeger and Parkinson ( 1990) developed a modified version of the Phillips curve 

(which decomposes the unemployment rate into two cornponents) to test the USA data 

for the period of 1954-1989 and Geman data for 1962-1989, and their results confmed 

the suggestion of significant hysteresis in Europe but not in the US. 

According to Franz ( 1990), another rnechanism besides wage bargaining which can 

possibly generate labour market hysteresis stems from the search process seen both from 

the employer's and the job applicant's viewpoints. In a screening process the fm has to 

identify the unknown productivity of the applicant for the job in question. If firms use 

unemployment expenence itself as a screening device, the unemployed persons with a 

long duration of unemployment are viewed as the less prornising candidates due to their 

potential depreciation of hurnan capital during the long unemployment spell. In an 

econornic study about the recmitment behaviour of fums. Ebmer (1989) found evidence 



that hiring chances are largely reduced by long-term unemployment as well as by 

"unfavcurable" characteristics such as age, physical disabilities, and the likc. Some of the 

long-term unemployed with unfavourable charactenstics may have had these attributes 

already when k ing  unemployed. However, fms may have been reluctant to fm them 

bowing to social noms and because their fellow workea did the work of these persons 

in order to help them. In the case of bankmptcy . or large dismissals, these persons find 

themselves in the unernployment pool with virtually no chance to escape frorn 

unemployment. On the other side of the search process. the long-term unemployed people 

may reduce their searching intensity due to their discouragement as a consequence of 

k i n g  so often rejected by employen. Moreover, if skills are acquired not only thmugh 

on-the-job-training but also through changing jobs, then high unemployment supports a 

detenoration in skills because it reduces job mobility. 

The third major channel through which hysteresis may affect the economy stresses the 

role of the capital stock. Burda (1988) pointed out that reductions in the capital stock 

affect labour demand in the same way as adverse supply shocks do. In those neoclassical 

models demand shocks have no impact on employment unless they influence the real 

exchange rate. But in a world characterized by price ngidities. demand shocks may have 

a more direct effect on the supply-side capacity. Klundert and Van Schaik (1989) have 

shown that an adverse demand shock leads to a reduction in the capital stock if large 

fms close plants andor scrap capital. This decrease of the capital stock gives rise to 

unemployment which may mm out to be persistent because fimis cannot suddenly be 



reopened and begin production even if product demand increases; i.e.. the mode1 exhibits 

hysteresis. This argument provides an obvious channel through which hysteresis may 

affect the NAIRU. The basic idea is that the NAIRU depends on the capital stock. The 

evolution of the capital stock depends not only on factor prices but aiso on aggregate 

demand in the market. Running the economy. however. at an oeniploymeilt a t e  higher 

than the NAIRU impiies a reduction of investment. This will. in tum. increase the 

NAIRU'. 

From a macroeconomic viewpoint. the hysteresis phenomenon reflects a property of 

multi-equilibria theory: if there are many possible NAIRU points, then an economy has 

no tendency to stay at or approach any particular (desirable) point (NAIRU = 7%, for 

example). From a policy application point of view, this theory provides a rationale for the 

govemment to play an active role to intervene in the economy by implernenting suppiy- 

side policies, because those policies would change or interfere with the normal 

mechanisms behind the Phillips curve. On the other hand, some of those economists who 

fail to recognize this phenomenon believe that traditional demand-side policies are 

sufficient to manage an economy and there is no particular reason to emphasize supply- 

side policies. Because the trade-off relationship of the Phillips curve is "normal", there 

is no reason to worry about the permanent h m  caused by a conventionai policy. for 

example, a disinflationary monetary poiicy. 

This argument is probably true in micro-analysis; 
however, it seerns less convincing at a macro-analysis level if 
the assumptions of price flexibility and homogeneity of al1 
agents are not applied in aggregation. 



3*3* Hysteresis in Canada 

The first study of Canadian hysteresis was conducted by Fortin (1991, 1993). His 

studies focused on empiricai analysis and reported the existence of labour market 

hysteresis in the Canadian economy. 

The theoretical basis of Fortin's studies is the original Philiips curve equation 

(Equation 2-2). and the equation was modified into an econometric version as the 

following: 

where Au stands for the change of unemployment (first order difference). This equation 

says that the current inflation level n is jointly determined by the last period's inflation 

level x., and the market pressure which is a function of the unemployment rate. The 

weights of the two parts are measured by the coefficients a and P. If the value of the 

coefficient h is close to zero (insignificant), this implies that the market pressure is simply 

captured by the (current) level of unemployment u; therefore. the equation is the 

conventional Phillips curve. If the value of h is close to unity (significant), it means that 

the level of inflation is not determined by the current level of unemployment but by the 



change in unemployment Au which describes the history of unemployment. Therefore, 

the labour market hysteresis implies that a change in the inflation rate has no effect on 

the level of unemployment. The degm of hysteresis therefore is measund by the value 

of the coefficient h. Thus, to test hysteresis is to test the nul1 hypothesis of h = 1. In his 

empirical analysis, Fortin used a log change of the CPI to represent inflation. The nght 

hand side of the regression equation included unemployment rate for males, the first 

difference of the unemployment rate and its lagged value. the lagged value of the log 

change CPI, and other price indices. By estimating the annual data for the period of 1957 

- 1990, Fortin reported that the degree of unemployrnent hysteresis in the Canadian 

economy is significantly high for the period of 1973 - 1990 (h = 0.865). The direct 

implication of this study is that the Bank of Canada's disinflation policy during 1980s is 

the main cause of the seriousness of the 1990 recession (which resulted in a high 

unemployment rate), and it is also the key factor in the slow recovery (of the 

unemployment rate, especially) from the recession. With strong labour market hysteresis, 

Fortin argued, "(Canadian) unemployment would essentially folIow a random walk driven 

by the history of supply-side influences". In other words. the current high unemployment 

rate may last for a long period regardless of changes in inflation. 

In contrast, the studies conducted by the Bank of Canada deny the existence of 

Canadian hysteresis. Cozier and Wilkinson (1991) reported that disinflation caused only 

temporary output loss, at an one-to-two percentage ratio. 'Therefore. there is no evidence 

of hysteresis in Canada. Later, by comparing the differences in how to measure inflation 



and how to treat the unernployment rate and potential output data between the estimations 

of Fortin (1991) and Cozier and Wilkinson (1991). Poloz and Wilkinson (1992) argued 

that evidence against Canadian hysteresis is more compelling than evidence in its favour. 

In response to this argument. Fortin ( 1993) nestimated the Canadian data for the period 

of 1973 - 1990. and concluded that there is a suong degm of hysteresis in the Canadian 

economy. 

Investigations into Canadian labour market hysteresis leave many issues unresolved. 

The study of Canadian trade hysteresis is even in its early infancy. To date. there have 

been no theoretical analyses on this topic reported and only one empirical study has been 

conducted by Amano. Beaulieu. and Schembri (1993). 

By examining the share of export-oriented manufacturing industries relative to other 

manufacturing industries over the period of the Canadian dollar appreciation since 1986, 

Amano, et al (1993) show that the performance of exported-oriented industries has been 

relatively strong throughout the pst-1986 period. This result may be interpreted as 

sugpsting that "the functional relation between exports and the exchange rate does not 

hold". 

To test trade hysteresis. their study used the methods of time series analysis. Fust, 



they conducted unit root tests. cointegration tests. and error-correction tests3 to test the 

relationship mong the expon volumes. export commodity priees. and the exchange rate 

for the period of 1973 to 1991. Then. they analyzed the structural stability in the 

Canadian export sector by sequential Chow tests and exarnining the cumulative sum of 

squares of the regression nsiduals. According to their conclusions. there is an existence 

of structural instability in the Canadian export sector and some evidence of trade 

hysteresis in the export volumes, even though the evidence was relatively weak. 

'Generally speaking, a hysteretic variable exhibits 
random-walk if it is a time series. The unit-root method is a 
statistical test developed by Dickey and Fuller (1981) . The 
cointegration and the error-correction methods are used to 
test the long-run relationship between two time series and 
structural change of a system. More details will be discussed 
in Chapter 5. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

TWO THEORETICAL MODELS OF HYSTERESIS 

FOR A SMALL OPEN ECONOMY 

This chapter is the theoreticai piut of the dissertation, and it deveiops two models of 

hysteresis for a small open economy: one for the aggregate demand side and one for the 

aggregate supply side. Section one presents a hysteretic IS-LM-BP model. The model 

shows that vade hysteresis could result in a vertical IS curve and bend the aggregate 

demand curve up to vertical. A vertical aggregate demand curve explains hysteresis in the 

domestic economy. Section two develops an open economy version of the Phillips curve 

by allowing the exchange rate to enter the right-hand-side of the equation, and provides 

a theoretical base for empirical testing. 

Macroeconomics analyzes the two major forces which determine macroeconomic 

performance: aggregate demand and aggregate supply. Among alternative models of 

different schools, the IS-LM rnodel (the IS-LM model for a closed economy and the IS- 

LM-BP model for an open economy) of the Keynesian doctrine is a theoretically mature 

and empirically reliable model to deal with the aggregate dernand side relationships. The 

aggregate supply side relationships are sumrnarized by the Phillips curve. In order to 

anal yze the inherent relationship be tween trade hy steresis and the domestic labour market 

hysteresis, this chapter tries to incorporate trade hysteresis with conventional 



rnacroeconornic analysis from both the aggregate dernand and the aggregate supply sides. 

In the demand side andyses. it starts from aggregating the hysteretic vade volume into 

net export behaviour (a component of the aggrrgate demand). Then it constructs a 

hysteretic IS-LM-BP model by allowing net exports to exhibit hysteresis. This IS-LM-BP 

mode1 allows us to examine how trade hystensis affects the domestic economy. To model 

the aggregate supply side hysteresis, Le., labour market hysteresis, the exchange rate is 

used to capture the extemal shocks (international market pressure) to the domestic 

economy in the Phillips curve. The open economy version of the Phillips curve provides 

a theoretical base for empirical tests. 

4.1 An Hysteretic 1s-LM-BP Model 

4.1.1 The Trigger Model 

After the US dollar had fallen from its peak level in 1985. the US trade balance had 

k e n  slow to improve and foreign firms had been reluctant to raise their prices in the US 

market. In order to explain this hysteretic trade phenornenon. Baldwin, Dixit. and 

Kmgman had developed a number of partial equilibrium models of trade hysteresis during 

the late 1980s. Among these analyses, the Trigger Model of Dixit (1989a 1989b) 

provided a useful theoretical basis for a description of vade hysteresis. 



Dixit's Trigger Model is based on the following two assumptions. Fist, exporting firms 

are assumed to maximize their expected present discounted value in infinite time horizon. 

This assumption means that in order to maximize their profits in the long-mn, exporting 

firms may be willing to take current losses due to a change in exchange rate, and chmse 

to stay in a foreign market they already occupy (the uade hysteresis therefore occurs). 

Second. the exchange rate between the cunencies of domestic and exporting countries is 

assumed to follow a Brownian motion. This assumption implies that the exchange rate 

exhibits a random walk in continuous time', and it is consistent with the empûical 

evidence. By setting a corresponding objective function (the expected value of profits in 

infinite periods) and using dynamic programrning methods (solving the Bellman equation), 

Dixit generated a hysteretic loop to describe the trade hysteresis; the loop can be 

interpreted as in Figure 4- 1. 

The random walk can be tested by the Dickey-Fuller test 
which is sirnilar to the F test. More details will be discussed 
in the next chapter. 



Figure 4- 1 Hysteresis Loop 



A general hysteresis loop is shown in Figure 4-1. where E stands for the nominal 

exchange rate (price of foreign currency in terms of domestic cu~ency)~.  and V stands 

for the volume of enpon ( r d  goods). If a ternporary positive exchange rate shock occurs 

(domestic currency depreciation). the conventional theory suggested that the volume of 

exports should increase as the nominal exchange rate nses. This process is represented 

as the path s, in Figure 4-1. When E reaches peak value of the shock, E,,, it starts to 

change its direction. The volume of export. V, however. does not decrease as E drops. 

because firms have already invested "su& costs" to exporting. For that reason, to stay in 

the foreign market makes them better off. Therefore vade hysteresis occun (V = V, as E 

drops) and this is the path Later, d e r  E ârops below a certain point Eo. f m s  start to 

withdraw from the foreign market because the exporting costs become higher and higher 

(due to dornestic currency appreciation), and this withdrawing process is shown as the 

path s,. Finally as E moves back to its original level0'. and Vends at Vo which measures 

the accumulated effect of the volume of uade caused by an exchange rate shock (if a 

shock cornes from the opposite direction. the analysis will be held by adding a negative 

sign). The paths s,. s,, and S, f'nn a "hysteretic loop". and the degree of trade hysteresis 

is represented by the length of s2. The hysteretic loop describes how the domestic firms 

V n  the following analysis we will use the same notation 
for the real exchange rate (which is the nominal exchange rate 
times the domestic and the foreign price ratio) , since the 
domestic price can be normalized as the unit and the foreign 
price level can be treated as an exogenous. 

We can set the original point (E = O )  at the exchange 
rate level before the shock occurs, so this point does not 
mean that the exchange rate is zero. 
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occupy the foreign market due to a temporary depreciation of the domestic currency (or 

foreign firms invade the domestic market when the domestic currency appreciates) and 

what the permanent effect is after the exchange rate shock. This theory may explain some 

realities in today's economy. such as why those Japanese firxns stay in North Amenca or 

American firms stay in Canada regardless of changes in the exchange rat«. 

However. Dixit's eiegant analysis is microeconomic in nature and there is no explicit 

fom to describe hysteretic exports as a function of the exchange rate in the model. One 

is not able to aggregate this microeconornic model into macroeconomic analysis due to 

the lack of such a function4. in order to overcome this difticulty, we use the Trigger 

model as the microeconomic foundation and develop an expiicit expression to characterize 

expons as a function of the level of exchange rate, the magnitude of the exchange rate 

shock, and the degree of hysteresis. 

The derivation of this functional form has both theoretical and ernpincal implications. 

First, it allows one to develop a macroeconomic model which incorporates vade 

hysteresis. Second. it allows for irnproved empincal research on vade hysteresis. As 

Amano. et al (1993) concluded in their recent survey, "Although the theoretical concept 

of trade hysteresis is intuitively plausible, it has so far failed to stand up to empirical 

~acroeconomic analysis needs microeconomic foundations. 
For example, the consumption function, a component of 
aggregate expenditure, requires the existence of a 
microeconomic model in which the consunption of a typical 
consumer can be expressed as an explicit function of his/her 
income. 



testing". The results of this paper suggest a more general empirical specification than 

those of previous studies. 

4.1.2 A Functional Expression of Trade Hysterair - 

A hysteretic loop in E-V space cm be denoted as a mal set s: 

where E is the exchange rate and V is the (physical) volume of expons. The set s 

describes a hysteretic relationship between E and V. In general. s is a correspondences, 

and it cannot be expressed as a single-valued function6. In other words. there is no 

explicif funcfion f. suc h that, f: E -t V. 

The export. X. in terms of domestic currency. is defined as: X = V*P, E, where P, is 

A correspondence is a general mathematical relationship 
between ordered pairs (variables) . If x and y have a 
correspondence relationship in a given set, then for each 
value of x, there are certain values of y t o  correspond it. A 
correspondence may or may not  be expressed as a functional 
form. 

fi For detailed discussion of correspondences and 
functions, see Klein and Thompson 1984. 



the fonign price ieve17. If V couid k explicitly written as a hinction of  E: V = V(E). 

then X could be cdculated as8: 

However, this definite integral does not exist because V cannot be explicitly written 

as a function of  l?. in order to get X, we need to fmd a meaningfùl integral which can 

calculate X on set S. We may apply the method of vector operation which is widely used 

by physicists to solve this problem. 

~onverting V into X is essential for constructing a 
macroeconomic model, because X is a component of the goods 
market equilibrium (IS curve) and the balance of payments (BP 
curve) . 

' X should really be X,: 

but for the static equilibrium analysis, we do not emphasize 
the tirne dimension. 

A similar example is that the points on the unit circle 
can be defined by a correspondence on x-y space: 

but y cannot be expressed as an explicit function of x, 
because lack of one-to-one representation between y and x.  
Therefore, the (global) integral A = j-,' y dx doeç not 
exist. However, *A" does have meaning (area of the circle), we 
can get it by caïculating a local integral (one quarter of the 
circle) then times 4, or by calculating a global integral in 
the polar coordinate space p-9. 



When a home pulls a wagon to move along a path, the "result" of the process is 

measured by the work, tbe product of the magnitude of the home's force times the length 

of path the wagon moved. Similady, the result of trading goods and services is measured 

by the export. the product of the volume of exports (quantity) times its dollar value (pnce 

times exchange rate). In Newtonian mechanics, the work, W, is defined as the inner- 

product of two vecton, force F and its path L (that is, W = FOL). Mathematically, this 

c m  be calculated as a line-integral: W = IL F a .  Similarly, we can consider that export 

X (in terms of dollars) is the "work" -- the inner-product of "force" V and "path" E, that 

is, X = V.E. By its definition. X should be the absolute value of the imer-product of V 

and E. which is equivalent to Equation 4- 1. 

Since we have mathematical difficulty to directly calculate Equation 4-1, we may try 

to find an indirect way to do it. Let us start from defining another inner-product, U = 

Vas, which is related to Equation 4-1 and can be calculated. Where V is the volume of 

export, s is the path of the hysteresis loop, and (I can be considered as an intermediate 

variable. or a "shad~w"'~ of X. Comparing the two inner-products. X and W. we can see 

that both of them represent the cumulative effects of V, but rneasured by different 

"scaies": X is measured by the mis E, and LI is measured by the axis s". Therefore we 

Io In terms of topology, U is a projection of X which 
transforms the vector from V-E space to V-s space. 

If we continue to borrow physicists' terminology, we 
rnay Say that work X xepresents the result of force V moved 
along path E, and work U represents the result of the same 
force bu t  along anocher path S.  



may first calculate LI. then convert LI into X. We know that U is: 

Now we need to explain the meaning of line-integral U. and to work out the 

relationship between U and X. 

In the absence of hysteresis (in which case an explicit function V = V(E) exists), X can 

simply be calculated as the area under the curve V. In a Linearized case (which is 

described by s ,  in Figure 4-21, V = aE. Expon X can be geometrically measured by the 

triangle area under s, times the price: X = (uP&*)/~. The geometric meaning of U is a 

similar measurernent along S. instead of along the horizontal axis E. So U cm also be 

considered as an "absolute value of work" which is done by a "force", V, dong the l w p  

path S. Because U and X have a similar interpretation (they are both inner-products of V). 

the projection of I/ on axis E is just X. 



Figure 4-2 Linearized Hysteresis Loop 



For simplicity. let's linearize the curves which fonned the hysteresis loop and assume 

chat each of them has a constant slope: a. O, a. for s,. s2, and s,, respectively. as shown 

in Figure 4-2. Next. we cm write V as a step function of E: 

a& s E s,; 

v = s E s,; C-,, s E s3. 1 
The line-integral, U. dong the hysteretic loop which is characterized by Equation 4-3, 

can be calculated. Since X is the projection of U on axis E. in the linear case, we can 

rotate the coordinate system and get the following relationship between U and x12: 

Therefore the hysteretic export, X. can be expressed as: 

l2 A proof is given in Appendix 4-1. 
For a general non-linear case, theoretically, there is 

a Jacobian transformation to link U and X.  In this linearized 
case, the Jacobian is simply ( l+a)-I l2 .  



For a small open economy. the world market price should be exogenously given; 

therefore P, is not a function of E. The hysteretic function between X and E (that is. s E 

s2) can be cdculated from Equations 4-3 and 4-5": 

where Ep is the peak value of an exchange rate shock which is shown in Figure 4-2. Let 

E, = hE,, h~ (O, l), and V, = d l - h ) E p  = aûE,. The parameter 0 = 1-h measures the degree 

of hysteresis. 

The cumulative effect on the expon, X. caused by this process of hysteresis (that is, 

when hysteresis is over, s E s,) can also be calcuIated according to Equations 4-3 and 4- 

- - 

l3 for detailed calculation, see Appendix 4-2. 



RESULT II 

Results 1 and 2 are the explkit functional foms of the hysteretic export X. during the 

hysteresis process (Equation 4-6) and the cumulated effects caused by an exchange shock 

(Equation 4-7). From the two results we c m  see that the export, X (which detemiines the 

balance of payments and aggregate demand in the g d s  market), is an inverse (non- 

linear) function14 of the level of the exchange rate. E, which is opposite to the 

conventional theory of international econornicsl? In the conventional theory as we 

reviewed in Chapter 2, the Marshaii-Lerner condition suggests that there is a rnonotonic 

(positive) functional relationship between X and E (e.g., devaluation improves exports and 

vice versa, if the Harberger condition is satisfied). In the case of trade hysteresis, 

however, this relationship works for one direction only: when an exchange shock comes 

Because the exporting firms have already occupied 
foreign markets and do not give up their market share when 
their domestic currency appreciates. Without change in the 
volume of exporting (number of the physical items) , the value 
of export decreases as the domestic currency appreciates. 

" if the exchange shock comes from the opposite 
direction. i . e.. an appreciation in domestic currency, then a 
negative sign should be added to the results . 



(s E s,). X is a positive function of E (as the Marshall-Lerner condition suggested, XE = 

i3mE > O). But when the shock withdraws (s E s, U s,), as Results I and 2 show, X 

becornes a negative fùnction of E (XE = -aP',, < O, s E s2; and XE = -aPJ(I-h)E,-El, s 

E sJ. Obviously, the Marshall-Lenier condition is not valid anyrnon as hysteresis occurs. 

Thedore we cm irnrnediately obtain the foîlowing: 

If &hade liysteresis occurs, the relotionsh~ betueen export and exchange raîe is 

non-monotonu. 

This proposition can also be extended to a general nonlinear case, because a nonlinear 

hysteretic loop, as shown in Figure 4-1. can be iinehzed by the linear approximation 

method16. 

Moreover, we can see that the magnitude of the exchange rate shock, E,, detemines 

the dopes and positions of X curves (on X-E space). The degree of hysteresis, h (=l-e), 

only affects X in the long nui (Equation 4-7). After an exchange rate shock has totally 

disappeafed (that is, when the exchange rate resumes iu pre-shock level, E = O), the 

shock's net effect permanentiy left on export is: 

l6 Many mathematics books provide this method, for 
example, A. C.  Chiang (1984). 



Equation 4-8 shows that the permanent result caused by an exchange rate shock is not 

a function of the level of the exchange rate E itself", but the degree of aade hysteresis 

h. the magnitude of the shock Ep, the world price P, and the parameter a. Theoretically, 

the parameter a describes the openness of the economy (the structure of the international 

sector in the economy). E, measures the heaviness of the international disturbance. For 

a small economy, the world price Pf is exogenously given". As the name suggested, the 

degree of trade hysteresis h describes how senous the trade hysteresis is. 

Exports are explicitly expressed as a function of the exchange rate. as well as the 

magnitude of exchange rate shock. Therefore, hysteretic expon caused by an exchange 

rate shock can be fully characterized by a functional form. 

The methodology of this section contrasts the typicai approaches of economists and 

physicists. Economists of use partial derivatives to examine relationships among econornic 

variables. In contrast, physicists often use derivatives to examine the velocities or 

17 As the permanent (or, long iasting) result of trade 
hysteresis, exporting firms stay in foreign markets, Say, 
Toyota stays in North America, regardless of the level of the 
exchange rate (between the Japanese yen and the US dollars). 

la if we implicitly assume that the domestic price is one, 
then P, should be considered as the price ratio between 
foreign and domestic. 



accelerations among different moving objects (dynamic variables). Similady, if we have 

di ffculty describing the "velocities" of variables. we can analyze their relationships by 

tracing the orbits they passed, that is. to calculate an integral. In the case of trade 

hysteresis analysis. if we know the orbit of hysteretic trade (the path characterized by the 

hysteretic loop), then the behaviour of tmde hysteresis (cumulative effets of trade 

hysteresis) c m  be described by taking a line integral. 



4.1.3 The lS-LM-BP Mode1 

As a core theory of Keynesian analysis. the IS-LM-BP model has dominated 

rnainstrearn applied macroeconomics for decades. This model is theoretically mature and 

empirically reliable. This section incorporates the hysteretic expott X into this model. 

Under an assumption that a small open economy produces a single homogeneous good. 

then a standard IS-LM-BP model with Vade hysteresis can be specified as the following: 

B = X +  K; (4-11) 

C = C ! Y ,  E ) ;  C . , > O ,  C , > O ;  (4-12) 

1 = Y ,  ; 1, > 0, 1, < O; (4-13) 



w here 

Y = the aggregate demand which is equal to the output (GDP) at equilibrium; 

C = consumption; 

I = investment; 

G = govemment spending; 

X = export, or current account; 

L = money demand; 

P = domestic price level; 

r = domestic interest rate; 

E = foreign exchange rate, price of foreign currency in ternis of domestic 

currency ; 

M = domestic money stock; 

B = baiance of payments; 

R = officiai stock of foreign exchange reserves; 

K = capital fiow. or capital account balance. 

The fust tthee equations specify the structure of the model. Equation 4-9 is the income 

identity which defines the IS curve and describes the goods market equilibrium. Equation 

4-10 is the open economy version of LM curve which describes the money market 

equilibrium. Equation 4- 1 1 defines the balance of payments equilibrium (the BP curve). 



The next six equations are the behavioural functions. Equation 4- 12 is a consumption 

function. For a small open economy. the dornestic consumption includes both domestic 

and imported goods and services. Therefore. the consumption. C, is not only a function 

of incorne. Y. but is also affected by the exchange rate, because a large proportion of 

consumption goods consists of imports. and a change in the exchange rate will directly 

cause a price fluctuation in importsl. Equatiori 4-13 is a standard investment function 

which says that investment behaviour is mainly determined by income level and domestic 

interest rate. 

Equation 4-14. the net export function, is the key relationship which characterizes Our 

hysteretic model. Some explanaiion of the equation may be needed. First, the definition 

of "net export" is the difference of expon and import. In this model, the import could be 

considered as having two parts: the endogenous part (which refen to those goods and 

services which are sensitive to changes in the exchange rate, such as the tourist industry) 

and the exogenous part (which refen to those goods and services which are insensitive 

to changes in the exchange rate. such as food from the south. labour intensive goods from 

developing countries, and so on). Since the exogenous part is very ldcely to dorninate the 

endogenous part. we may Say that the import is insensitive to changes in the exchange 

rate. but the export is sensitive to them. Therefore the net export function mainly 

emphasizes behaviour of the export. In other words. Equation 4- 14 describes how exports 

respond to changes in the exchange rate. Second, the crucial point of Equation 4-14 is 

A similar argument can be seen in Turnovsky (1977). 
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that it is not a n o d  "function" (between the export and the exchange rate) in the sense 

of mathematics. The hysteretic export behaviour is described as Proposition t when the 

trade hysteresis occurs. the export, X, is a non-rnonotonic function of the exchange rate 

E. A temponry exchange rate shock (or. a disturbance) causes an immediate change in 

export (which is descrïbed as the path s, in Figures 4- 1 and 4-2). and this disturbance will 

generate a long lasting effect. as shown by Equation 4-8'. in addition, during and after 

the shock. the normal functional relationship between export and exchange rate is 

reversed, i.e., as the exchange rate drops, the export continuously increases (Resulfs I a d  

II). Therefore XE (= aX/aE) is negative because the Marshall-Lemer condition does not 

hold due to trade hysteresis. 

Equation 4-15 is a standard money demand function which says that the money 

demand L is positively related to the income level Y. and negatively related to the interest 

rate r. Equation 4- 16 specifies the motivation of capital flow. In most literature the capital 

flow is specified as a function of the interest rate: K = K(r). which says ihat the capital 

flow depends mainly on the yield differential between domestic and foreign bonds. and 

the value of describes the degree of capital mobility. A very interesting phenomenon 

is quite common in today's international economy: many developed econornies are more 

For example, an exchange rate shock (due to economic or 
non-economic reasons) causes the Canadian dollar to 
depreciate, Say, 15% within one week (against the US dollar or 
other currencies of Canada's major trading partners). An 
immediate change in trade caused by the shock is described by 
the path s, (in Figures 4-1 and 4 - 2 ) ,  and we define this as a 
"temporary" reaction. The long lasting hysteretic phenomenon 
starts as the exchange shock disappears, as s h o w  in the paths 
S, and s,. The negative sign of XE came from these two parts. 



li kely to attract foreign investments than are many developing economies3, which could 

not be explained by the conventional theory of international economics (according to the 

principle of the factor price equaiization suggested by the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson 

theorem, movement of capital flow should be from the developed aionornies (high income 

countries) to the developing ones (low income counuies)). This nality is particularly true 

for the Canadian economy. In order to describe this phenomenon, we use K = K(Y. r, 

F). and K, > O to speciQ the capital flow. This specification says the higher the domestic 

income, the easier it is to attract investment from the rest of the world. In addition, the 

capital flow is also affected by people's expectations of the future exchange rate, B 

(where the superscript e means expected value)'. We use x / a F  < O to describe 

investment caused by the expectation. 

Finally, Equations 4-1 1 and 4-17 introduce some intrinsic dynamics into the system. 

The two equations Say that the change in the official holdings of foreign exchange 

reserves must equal the excess of the sources over the uses of foreign exchange that flow 

in and out of the economy during each market period. This change in reserve holding is 

the balance of payments. 

The explanations could be non-economic, such as 
considerations of political stability or risk. 

A particular set of expectations of the future exchange 
rate can be specified as F = f (,AE,,,), which rneans that people 
make predictions on the exchange rate at period t for the next 
period t+l. 



To see the intrinsic relationships of the system. we reduce the model to a nduced form 

with three equations and take a total differential of each one: 

(4-18) 
du = C A Y  + CI@+ f d Y +  L,& + dc + x@; 

These three relationships dlow us to sohe for an aggregate demand side dynamic 

equilibriumS and to detennine t h e  endogenous variables: dY. dr. and dB. This system 

can be expressed as a matrix fonn: 

The dynamic motivation comes from the open economy 
adjus tment , ~quation 4-17. However, since our endogenous 
variables do not include dR (due to lack of independent 
relationships ) , we are implicitly treating the f oreign reserve 
R as a constant. The solution yielded from this model is a 
temporary equilibrium path rather than a long run equilibrium 
path. We use the tenn "dynarnicw to emphasize the feedback 
process within the system, rather than to describe a time 
horizon. 



The first equation in the matrix is the IS curve, the second one is the LM equation and 

the 1 s t  one is the BP cuve. From the right-hand-side of the matrix form we can see that 

the hysteretic item XE could affect the system via two channels: the goods market 

equilibrium (IS curve) and the balance of payments (BP curve). The rationale of the 

effects caused by the hysteretic trade could be analyzed as the following. 

If ail items in the right-hand-side of Equation 4-21 are treated as exogenous. the 

system is a standard IS-LM-BP model (except for our specid specification on the capital 

flow). The inverse of the IS curve's slope is simply: 

The reduced form of the model (Equations 4-18, 4-19, and 4-20) offers us three 

independent relationships -- equiiibria in the gwds market, the (domes tic) money market, 

and the balance of payments - which allow us to solve for three endogenous variables. 

The three variables, dY, dr, and dB, are ai l  essential to the system because the first two 

de fine the dimension of the analysis (the Y - r space), and dB is the key variable for an 

open economy. In order to incorporate trade hysteresis into the system, we must aiso 

consider the exchange rate. dE, as an endogenous variable that characterizes hysteretic 

trade. Therefore an additional (independent) relationship is needed to determine dE. A 

possible way to do so is to bridge dE with dr (i.e., dE = fldr) ), other than using the 



Interest Rate Parity. In the standard IS-LM-BP model. the Interest Rate Parity and the 

capital flow specification are not independent conditions because they cm be substituted 

for each other. The standard capital flow is motivateâ by the interest rate gap between the 

domestic and the rest of the world (Le., K = K(r), K, > O). Kr is the degree of capital 

rnobility which describes the matiirity of the capital market. Today's advan@ 

communication technology has made the degree of capital mobility extremely large (Kr 

z> O), therefore the BP curve is very flat. As a result, there is very little room for the 

adjustment between the domestic interest rate and the foreign exchange rate. In other 

words, a flat BP curve implicitly includes the condition of the interest Rate Pdty. 

However. with our specification of the capital flow. the two relationshîps could be 

independent. Equation 4- 16 says that the capital flow is not only motivated by the interest 

rate gap between the domestic and the rest of the world. but also by international 

investoa' arbitrage behaviour (expectation of future exchange raie). as well as the income 

level of the domestic economy (e.g.. Canada and the US are more Iikely to attract foreign 

investment than Mexico and Argentina). A relationship between interest rate r and the 

exchange rate E can be derived from the specification on the expected exchange rate E 

in Equation 4- 16: 

Equation 4-23a says that the expected exchange rate is a function of the interest rate 

gap between foreign and domestic, and last period's exchange rate. This relationship is 
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a modified version of the Interest Rate Parity Theorem which allows the domestic interest 

rate and the exchange rate to adjust sepxately. If we adopt the static expectation 

condition (dl? = 0)  and treat the foreign interest rate as exogenous, taking a derivative 

on Equation 4-23a results in the following: 

where q is a positive coefficient which is determined by the nature of the financial 

market, as well as size of the economy. After combining the first equation in 4-21 and 

Equation 4-23b. the inverse of the IS curve's slope can be obtained as the following: 

The denominator describes a temporary multiplier mechanism which can be read as 

(1  - feedback ratio) where the feedback ratio is the sum of the marginal propensity to 

consume and the marginal propensity to invest. The system stability condition requires 

the feedback ratio to be greater than zero but less than unity6. Therefore the denominator 

Scarth (1988) offered a theoretical explanation of this 
condition. 



is positive since the system is presumed stable. Scarth (1988) summarized the 

convergence conditions for the IS-LM system and argued thai a "nonnal" IS curve 

(without hysteresis) could be downward sloped or upward sloped, as long as the value of 

its slope is smaller than that of the LM curve. 

In the case of a standard IS-LM model. the dope of the IS curve is determined by the 

marginal propensity to invest (domestically) I, because the nature of the IS curve is to 

describe the domestic goods market equilibriurn. If the investment function is "nonnal" 

( I  is negatively related to r), the IS appears as a downward sloping curve, as it is shown 

in most literature. Now, in this study, we have three items in the numerator: Ir (negative), 

CE (positive), and XE (positive, without trade hysteresis; and negative, with vade 

hysteresis). The latter two items, CE and XE, are brought into the model to emphasize the 

open economy. When XE is positive (no trade hysteresis) and in the same magnitude as 

that of CE, the two items offset each other. The dope of the IS curve is still dominated 

by Ir (probably this is why most studies did not include them in their models). However, 

when trade hysteresis occurs. it changes the sign of XE from positive to negative which 

rneans a steeper IS curve (XE and CE are al1 negative and added into Ir). As the degree of 

trade hysteresis increases (the absolute value of XE increases), the IS curve is pusned 

clock-wise to vertical. When it reaches an extreme, the magnitude of XE dominates the 

dope of the IS curve (1, and CE become relatively small compared with XE), and then the 

IS curve could be pushed up to vertical. 



Figure 4-3 Hysteretic IS-LM Mode1 



The hysteretic IS-LM curve in Figure 4-3 shows this process: without vade hysteresis. 

the IS curve is in a normal downward sloped shape. As the trade hysteresis occurs. the 

curve becornes steeper. The IS curve approaches vertical when the trade hysteresis reaches 

its extreme7. This phenornenon could be explained as follows. in a normal case, the slope 

of an IS curve is dominated by the domestic financial market signal, i.e., the investment 

response to the interest rate (1, < 0); therefore. the IS curve is downward sloped. Since 

the trade hysteresis causes an opposite direction of the rnovement between Y and r 

(negative XE via the Interest Rate Parity) and this reduces the sensitivity of the aggregate 

demand responding to the interest rate. the IS curve becomes steeper. A more intuitive 

interpretation of this adjustment process could be explained as follows. The investment 

I falls as the domestic interest rate r rises; consequently, Y decreases, other things k ing  

equal (i.e., without changes in other components of Y, namely C, G, and X). This is what 

is meant by "downward sloping IS curve (on the Y - r space)". Now with existence of the 

trade hysteresis, a rise in the interest rate is associated with an appreciation in the 

exchange rate (Equation 4-23), but the hysteretic export causes an increase in X (higher 

price of export and the same volume of export) which offsets the loss of Y by the 

investrnent. Therefore Y becomes less sensitive to changes in r, i.e., the downward sloping 

' The extreme means full hysteresis h = 1 in R e s u i t  II 
(Equation 4-71 . In the case of full hysteresis, the hysteretic 
loop (Figure 4-21 has two parts only, s, and s,. The downward 
sloping part, s,, becomes horizontal (same as s,) . Note that 
h is only a theoretical description of the degree of 
hysteresis; it cannot be directly tested by empirical 
analysis. 



IS curve approaches a vertical position. For a small economy. if its economic stnictun 

largely relies on the international trade sector (the export-import component largely 

dominates the aggregate demand of the econorny which is true for the Canadian 

economy). the vade hysteresis could be a dominant force in detemiinhg the entire goods 

market equilibrium. When this happas, the domestic interest rate level is irrelevant to the 

goods market equilibrium. which appears as a vertical IS curve. 

An immediate implication of the vertical IS curve is that it generates a vertical 

aggregate demand curve. In the outpu t-interest space ( Y-r) w here the IS-LM-BP mode1 

is constructed, the position of the LM curve changes as the pnce level changes. that is, 

the higher the price level, the flatter the LM curve. The aggregate demand curve is a 

result of mapping8 the price changes from the Y-r space to the output-prïce space. Y-P, 

as shown in Figure 4-4. 

* A mapping is a transformation which connotes the action 
of association of one set with another. In most cases, the 
concept of "mapping" is similar to that of "function" , but the 
former emphasizes more geometric domains and the latter 
emphasizes descriptive relationships among variables. 





In a normal case, the IS curve is downward sloped: the mapping generates a 

downward sloped aggregate curve. as shown in Figure 4-4a. When the a d e  hysteresis 

occun and the IS curve becomes vertical. the mapping results in a vertical aggregate 

curve. This result shows that the trade-off relationship between the aggregate demand and 

the price level disappears as the hysterptic trade sector dominates the economy. Therefore. 

the real variables (the output and the unemployment rate) do not show any functional 

relationship with the domestic price signals. that is. the labour market hysteresis. 

PROPOSITION II 

For a s d  open economy, H e  hysteresis resulls in a very steep IS cutve (up 

to verfical), whièh generates a steep aggregate demnd cutve. The steeper the 

aggregate demand curve, the weaker the relationsh~ between domestic ou@û 

and the price level (or inflolion rate). AS the degree of baàe hysteresis increases, 

the aggregate demand cutve steepens and explains the domestic labour market 

hysteresis9. 

This mode1 explains the demand s ide hysteresis only, so 
we could assume that the aggregate supply curve is upward 
sloped. As price level rises, the output drops along the 
downward sloped AD curve. At the same time the AD curve bends 
steeper and steeper (due to trade hysteresis), so the output 
level will not be able to resume its original level when the 
price shock is removed. The supply side hysteresis will be 
discussed in the next section. 



4.2 A Modified Version of the Phülips Cure 

An intuitive interpretation of the Phillips curve equation is that al1 market pressures 

of the aggregate supply side (on the right hand side of the equation) appear as one market 

signal -- the inflation rate (on the lefi hand side of the equation). For a small open 

economy. the market pressure is closely linked with international economic fluctuations. 

The most direct chanael of this linkage is through changes in the exchange rate which 

affect the comparative costs in production between domestic and foreign fimis. 

As Scarth (1988) pointed out, the two biggest macroeconomic shocks which occurred 

in the global economy since the 1970's were the drastic changes in the world prices of 

prirnary cornmodities and the fluctuations in the level of US interest rates. The effects of 

these shocks on a small open economy üke Canada could go through the channel of the 

change in exchange rates which causes an irnmediate change in import prices and 

production costs. and in tum shifis the aggregate supply curve. 

In order to capture the effects of changes in exchange rates from the aggregate supply 

side, this section starts from a partial equilibrium mode1 which links the exchange rate 

with the price level. then uses this price-exchange rate relationship to consvuct an open 

economy version of the Phillips curve. 



4.2.1 A Cournot-Nash Equilibrium Modei for an Open Economy 

Dornbusch (1987) suggested that the interaction of the rnovements in the nominal 

exchange rate and the less-than-fully flexible (sticky) wage adjustments produces cost 

shocks for some firms in an industry -- foreign fim at home and domestic firms abroad - 

- and thus bnngs about the need for an industry-wide adjustment in prices. For a srna11 

export-import oriented economy Like Chada. the pnce adjustments may be observed as 

changes in general price level (which is the inflation rate). A standard Cournot-Nash 

equilibrium mode1 can be used to describe this process. 

In a one-good-only world, assume that al1 f m s  (domestic and foreign) have the sarne 

technology which uses one input (labour) to produce the identical good. This assurnption 

implies perfect substitution between alternative supplien and places of production. P is 

the pnce of the good (it is also the domestic pnce level in a one-good-only world), and 

w and w' are unit labour costs which are given in domestic and foreign currencies. 

respectively. The mechanism of exchange rate-price adjusunent is simply this: the 

exchange rate. E. changes, Say a Canadian dollar appreciation, lower foreign unit labour 

costs in Canadian dollars. As a result the market equilibrium is disturùed in the indusüy, 

and pnce and output adjustments must occur. 

If a demand function is given as: 



where al1 non-price determinam are captured in the constant a, there are n domestic firms 

(say, located in southem Ontario) and na foreign f m  (probably located in Michigan) 

with respective sales of q and q' per firrn, Aggregate sales of al1 firms have to sum up 

to market demand: 

Q = nq + n'q' 

The equilibrium price level can be determined as: 

a - nq - n'q' P = 
b 

Profits for ith domestic fm and jth foreign fm are defined as their revenue minus 

their totd (labour) cost: 



(a) n, = Pq - wg 
= (P - w)[a - bP - (n- l)q - n 'q  '1; 

(b) r m , = P q * - w ' q *  

For a Coumot-Nash equilibrium. each firm maximizes its own profits taking the sales 

of other firrns as given. The domestic fm ' s  reaction function can be derived by taking 

the first order condition of the two profit fùnction': 

a-bw n e  q = - -  
2n 

-Q 
2n 

Similarly the foreign f m ' s  reaction lunction can be derived as: 

' Varian (1984) presented a "Conjectural Variations" mode1 to demonstrate general 
oligopolistic behaviours, and the Cournot-Nash case is one of <hem which assumes that 
each firm believes that the other fums will not change their output decisions, so that a 
change in its own output of 1 unit will lead to a change in industry output of 1 unit. 



Figure 4-5 Coumot-Nash Equilibnum 



The two reaction functions are straight lines. as shown in Figure 4-5. The equilibrium 

sales of domestic and foreign firms are determincd by intersection of the two reaction 

lines: 

(b) i = =  a+b(w-2Ew ') 
3n ' 

Substitute the equilibnum sales into Equation 4-27. and we can get the equilibrium 

pnce: 

This result explains how changes in the exchange rate affect domestic price leve12, 

' This result slightly differs from that of Donbusch (1987). He reported the following 
equation: 

the difference between the No results, however, does not affect our main conclusion: a 
direct (positive) relations hip between P and E. 



and it provides a theoretical base which aiiows us to build a direct connection between 

exc hange rate and domestic inflation. 

4.2.2 The Phillips Cuwe in an û p n  Economy Version 

In today's rnacroeconomic analysis, the Phillips curve is used to sumrnarize aggregate 

supply side relationships. On the left-hand-side of the Phillips curve equation, the actual 

inflation rate represents a "market signal" which indicates the direction of departure of 

the economy from its potentid trend line position (fluctuations). For exarnple, a change 

in inflation rate could be an indication of a gap between the levels of actual and potential 

output. On the right-hand-side of the equation. we put al1 "market pressure" related items: 

GDP gap, expected inflation rate which is people's response to changes in the market 

signal. and zero-mean residuals. For a smaii open economy, the aggregate supply side 

relationships can be specified as the following: 



Equdon 4-33 says that the actual inflation rate, K, is a weighted sum of the intemal 

inflation, nd. and the extemal inflation. iP. The weight. y, describes the importance of the 

uade orîented sector for an economy. The intemal inflation captures the domestic market 

pressure and it is well defmed by the conventional expectation-augmented Phillips curve, 

Le., Equation 4-34. Equation 4-34 shows that domestic market pressure is a function of 

output gap of the 1 s t  period in tems of percentage (where i' stands for the potential 

output level). and the expected inflation rate, e, is also directly responsible for acnial 

domestic inflation. Equation 4-35 defines external inflation which is the change in price 

of tradable goods. P. Equation 4-36 is the same as Equation 4-32 which states that 

changes in price of tradable goods are caused by exchange rate shocks. Since price of 

tradable goods is a linear (positive) function of exchange rate. <p(E), the extemal inflation 

should also be a positive function of exchange rate: 



Combine Equations 4-33, 4-34. and 4-37. and al1 of the aggregate supply side 

relationships now can be summarized as: 

where f( .) and g( *) are positive hinctions. We may cd1 this equation the open economy 

version of the Phillips curve. 

How does this mode1 compare to the reality, especially the treatment of g( =)? For a 

large econorny. such as the United States. a number of studies have reported how changes 

in the exchange rates cause domestic inflation, including Hooper and Lowrey ( 1979), and 

Woo (1984), for example. These reports show that a depreciation of the US dollar has 

always been accompanied by a higher inflation rate; and an exchange rate appreciation 

invariably has been linked with a lower inflation rate. The external sector has been an 

important factor in explaining US inflation. In addition, Dombusch (1987) reported that 

the impact of a 10% (US) dollar appreciation on the domestic price level ranged between 

1 to 2 points for the US economy. For the small open Canadian economy, this effect 



should be more significant. 

In the case of a small open economy, the movements of domestic inflation should be 

more significantly affected by changes in exchange rates and ather extemal factors. To 

analyze supply side effects. Ryan, Kumar and Osberg (1986) studied how the changes in 

exchange rate affect the domestic structure of price and wages in the UK. The study 

surnrnarized the Nonuegian mode1 as the following two-sector interacting model. First, 

competitive pressure sets the domestic price of tradeable goods equal to the world price, 

given the exchange rate. as required for the PPP. Then, given the tradeable prices, wages 

in the export sector are determined residually with a view to material costs and the retum 

required by a competitive capital market. Next, wages in the sheltered sector involve a 

h e d  wage-wage relationship. resulting from the clearing of the inter-sectoral labour 

market. Last, prices of non-tradeable goods are given by the mark-up over unit labour 

costs required to eam the same rate of retum on capital as in the export sector. 

Since the open economy version of the Phillips curve summarizes al1 relationships in 

the aggregate supply side, so it is indeed the aggregate supply curve. This aggregate 

supply equation enables us to conduct empirical tests on the Canadian hysteresis. 



TESTING HYSTERESIS FOR THE OPEN 

CANADIAN ECONOMY 

Based on the two theoretical models developed in the previous chapter, the empïrical 

testing in this study cm k divided into two parts: the aggregate demand side study which 

involves testing trade hysteresis, the core of the hysteretic IS-LM-BP model, and the 

aggregate supply side study which deals with testing labour market hysteresis. The f i t  

test applies t h e  senes anaiysis, and the second test fofuses on the Phillips curve 

es tirnation. 

5.1 Testing Trade Hysteresis 

As we have shown in the hysteretic IS-LM-BP model, trade hysteresis could result in 

the demand side hysteresis. Testing trade hysteresis. therefore. is the key issue in 

empirical studies of the aggregate demand side hysteresis. From a theoretical viewpoint, 

the nature of trade hysteresis can be characterized as the non-monotonie relationship 

between the exchmge rate and export, as in Proposition I. From a time series analysis 

viewpoint, the property of the non-monotonie relationship between the exchange rate and 



export could be interpreted as meaning that the two series are not cointegrated. so the 

residual of a cointegrating regression follows a random wak. 

If the series of export and the exchange rate are not cointegrated, it means that a 

normal linear relationship between the movements of the two does not exist, and this is 

an econometnc expression of trade hysteresis. Burda (1990) further showed that a 

hysteretic variable can be descnbed by a Koyck distribution and that the series follows 

a random walk. As a prevailing method, testing vade hysteresis follows two steps: fust, 

the unit root test is used as a preliminary test to examine the stationarity for the series of 

export and the exchange rate separately'. and then, the cointegration test is employed to 

detect a hysteretic relationship between the non-stationary (randorn walk) variables. 

5.1.1 Time Series and Testing Hysteresis 

Recent studies (for example. Nelson and Plosser (1982). Stock and Watson (1988), 

Maddala ( 1992). etc.) reported that many rnacroeconomic variables are not stationary. 

Nelson and Plosser (1982) studied two fundamental classes of time series which are 

' In addition. the assumption of random walk is the necessary condition for the trigger 
model of Dixit (1989). which provides the microeconomic foundation of the hysteretic 1s- 
LM-BP model; therefore, using the unit root test to test trade hysteresis is 
methodologically consistent with our theoretical andysis. 



comrnonl y used in macroeconomic anaiysis: (i) Trend4 tationuy Processes (TS), which 

can be expressed as a deterministic function of time t, called trend, plus a stationary 

process with mean zero; (ii) Diffennce Stationary Rocesses (DS). for which a fmt or 

higher order difference of the series is a stationary and invertible ARMA process. For a 

DS process, a temporary exogenous shock wiil have some impact even in the long m. 

which can be considered as a necessary condition for variables exhibiting a hysteretic 

relationship. 

(1) Unit Root Test 

As a typical DS process, a random walk series has a special property: if a shock 

breaks the series equilibrium and brings it to a new position. the senes has no tendency 

to resume its original position and stays in the new position forever after the shock is 

removed. This path-dependence property (the current position depends on its previous 

position only) is a kind of "memory" ability which "mernorizes" where it came from. 

Testing whether macroeconomic series follow random walk is testing the rnemory ability 

of these variables. The memory ability is. indeed, a capacity to accumulate the effects of 

a transitory shock. Therefore, if two series have a hysteretic relationship. each of them 

should follow a random waikz. A random walk can tesied by the unit r w t  test. 

Recall that the hysteretic IS-LM-BP mode1 in Chapter 4 relies on the assumption 
of random waik (Brownian Motion). 



The random walk test is based on the following model: 

where Y, is a time series variable, a and p are coefficients and e, is an cmr series. From 

the equation we cm see that the current value of Y, entirely depends on its previous ones. 

Testing a random w a k  is testing the hypothesis of p = 1 in Equation 5-1, which is 

known as the "unit root test". 

The null hypothesis for testing random walk is 

: p = 1 against its alternative H,: p < 1. 

In the theory of testing, the null hypothesis and its alternative are not on the same 

footing. The nul1 hypothesis is on a pedestal and it is rejected only if there is 

overwhelming evidence against it. Therefore the null hypothesis of unit root, &, is not 

easily rejected3. Since the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis is very low, we 

mûy think that the test only allows us to reject (or fail to reject) the hypothesis if a series 

As Maddala (1992) pointed out, if H, and Hl are in the same footing, testing results 
should be symmetric when they are switched to the opposite (i.e., treat H, as the null 
hypothesis. and H,, as its alternative). But the studies of Kahn and Ogaki (1990). et al, 
reported contrary results which suggest that H, and Hl are asyrnrnetric. 



does not follow random walk. A failure to reject is only weak evidence in favour of the 

random walk hypothesis, especially at a high significmce level. In ihis sense. we Say thai 

the power of the test for random walk is limited. 

Presently. there are two popular tests available for testing the random walk hypothesis: 

the Dickey-Fuller Test and the Augmented Dickey-Fuiler Test. 

The Dickey-Fuller Test is a "seemly F test", which jointly tests the nuli hypothesis of 

(B. p) = (O. 1) in the following mode14: 

Y,, = a + Or + pV,-, + LAY,-, + et; 

AT-, = ql - q4 

where is the time trend parameter, p is the unit mot coefficient. and the error series et 

is assumed to be white noise. The statistic of the test is constnicted by an F ratio of the 

unrestncted regression: 

The simplest Dickey-Fuller test is that p = 1. which is based on a t-statistic and 
modified critical values. This is where the spurious regression pmblem lies. 



and the restricted regression (with restriction $ = O and p - 120)': 

This statistic is distributed as an F distribution with special critical values pmvided by 

the Dickey-Fuller Table. This test only aiiows us to reject the hypothesis that a variable 

is not a random walk. A failure to reject is only weak evidence in support of the random 

walk hypothesis; therefore. the power of the Dickey-Fuller Test is Limited. 

In the Dickey-Fuller Test, the error series is assumed to be white noise, which satisfies 

the conditions of independence and homoscedasticity. Those are rather strong assumptions 

to make about the error item in most econometric work. In cornparison with the Dickey- 

Fuller Test, the power of test in the Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test (ADF) is improved. 

The ADF uses the least square regression estimator and the associated t statistic to test 

randomness in a general ARIMA model: 

- - 

Hypothesis p = 1 tests the unit root. and hypothesis P = O tests whether the series 
has a time trend. A single restriction regression on P enables us to construct a "t"-like 
test, and the joint restriction regression enabies us to constnict an " F  like test. 



The purpose in adding thc items A&, is to ailow for ARMA error processes. By 

estimating Equation 5-5 we can get a "t test": i(1) = (pl)/SSE(p). and an "F test" which 

jointly tests (P. p) = (O. 1 ) f  These test statistics have asymptotically the same distribution 

as Dickey-Fuller statistics and hence the same significance table cm be used. This mode1 

does not need the identical independent normal distribution (iid) assumption on error 

series e,, which the Dickey-Fuller Test is based upon. Therefore, the scope of its 

application is more general. The critical values of ADF are given by Mackinnon (1991). 

In this study, the ADF will be applied to test the series of vade flows and foreign 

exchange rate. 

A random walk series is a path dependent variable based on its previous value which 

cm be used to characterize a variable's hysteretic behaviour. As a Markov process, 

random walk series can be used to describe a variable's short-run dyaarnics. Therefore 

the unit root test can (only) be considered as a necessary condition for hysteresis testing. 

In order to verify further whether a temporary shock from one variable (e.g., the exchange 

rate) could result in a permanent effect on another (e.g., net experts), a long-run 

relationship between them can be exarnined by asking whether the two series are 

cointegrated. 

The restricted regression uses the same restriction as the original Dickey-Fuller test: 
p-Oandp-1 =O.  



(2) Cointegration Test and Long-rua Relatïonship 

Chinn (1991) suggested that the long-run relationship between two series could exist 

even if both of them follow random walks, and the long-mn relationship cm be examined 

by testing whctkr they are cointegrated. If the relationship between net exports and the 

exchange rate is non-monotonie, as suggested by Proposition I, then the two series should 

drift apart and without a tendency to move together in the long-mn. Therefore. the 

cointegration test cm be used as a sufficient condition for testing trade hysteresis. The 

test can be described as the following. 

If two random walk senes, Y ,  and X, are both integrated of order n, i.e., Y, - I(n) and 

X, - I(n), then Y,  and XI are said to be cointegrated if there exisu a coefficient "b" such 

that the residual series Y, - bX, is I(0). This is denoted by saying Y, and XI are CI(n. n). 

It means that the regression of equation: 

will produce a true estimation because Y, and bX, do not drift too far apart from each 

other over time. Thus there is a long-run equilibrium relationship between them. If Y, and 

X, are not cointegrated. Le.. Y, - bX, = y is also I(n). they can drift apart from each other 

more and more as time goes on. Thus there is no Iinear long-run equilibrium relationship 

between the two series. According to Maddala (1992), by asking the question of whether 

1 O7 



Y, and X, are cointegrated, we are asking whether there is a long-run relationship between 

the trends in the two series. If they are cointegrated, u, is [(O). Since unit mot tests will 

be applied to y, the nul1 hypothesis is u, having a unit root. Thus the nul1 hypothesis and 

the alternative in cointegration tests are: 

Ho: rr, has a unit root, or. Y, and X, are not cointegrated; 

H,: Y, and X, are cointegrated'. 

In the case of trade hysteresis, if both the net expon X, and exchange rate E, follow 

random walk, but their fvst order differences, AX, and AE, are stationary, they are both 

W. 

Engle and Granger ( 1987) developed a method to test cointegration CI(1,l) by ninning 

an OLS regression: 

and then testing whether the residuai senes. u,. from this regression are stationary. 

Therefore the cointegration test can be done by two regressions. First, we run an OLS 

regression on Equation 5-7. Then we use the residuai series. u,, generated by the 

Again, H,, and H, here are asyrnrnetnc and H, has the pedestai. so the test power 
is also Iimited. 



regression to run another regression: 

where the trend item. T. is optional. The Engle-Granger (EG) test compares the Dickey- 

Fuller t statistic of Po with the Mackinnon critical values to determine whether or not to 

reject the hypothesis of u, having an unit mot. In an EG test, the nul hypothesis is that 

the series are NOT cointegrated and there is a unir mot in the residwl series. If the nul1 

hypothesis is rejected, we know that ut = X, - a - B E, is a stationary series and conclude 

that the series of the net expon and the exchange rate are cointegrated. If the hypothesis 

cannot be rejected (ut having an unit rwt), it means the linear combination of X, and Et 

is non-stationary, and they have no tendency to move together in the long-rua, i.e., the 

net export and the exchange rate series are not cointegrated. 

Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1991) suggested that both the Dickey-Fuiier test and the 

Durbin-Watson test cm be used to test whether u, is stationary. In practice, the Dickey- 

Fuller test is much more popular than the Durbin-Watson test because of greater test 

power. 

The EG test uses a single equation to test cointegration between hvo random wak 

variables. In order to examine possible cointegration among a group of random walk 



seness, Johansen ( 199 1) developed a multi-variable test to determine simultaneously the 

number of cointegntion relationships among these variables. called the rank of 

cointegration. 

The Johansen test expresses each intepted variable in an autoregressive fom, called 

a Vector Autoregression (VAR) model. In the VAR model, the first differences of the 

first order integrated variables (ir., random walk series) are written as fùnctions of lagged 

linear combination of the variables, which are residuals of possible cointegrating 

regressions. This autoregressive expression is called the Vector Error Correction (VEC) 

fom, because it relates the cunent changes in the variables to their past period's 

disequilibrium (Le.. the cointegrating regression residual). As time goes on, the ciianges 

in the variables should approach to stationary if the variables do not drift apart, that is. 

the variables are cointegrated in the long-mn9. Therefore, the Johansen test examines how 

signifcantly changes in the variables can be explained by the lagged residuals. The test 

estimates the restricted and the umesvicted likelihood hinctions of the VEC model. By 

comparing the likelihood ratio with its chi-square disvibuted criticai value, the test 

accepts or rejects the hypothesis of cointegration at given level of significance. 

For example, among variables C (consumption). Y (income), M (money supply), and 
r (interest rate). two of them. three of them. or al1 of them, could be cointegrated. 
Therefore, there could be a multi-cointegration arnong them. and the number of the 
coiniegration relationships is called the rank of cointegration. 

Intdigator, et. al (1996) provide a detailed discussion on the VEC model and 
Maddala (1992) presents a two-variable example of the model to demonstrate its rationale. 



In Our two-variable case, the cointegrated function of net exports and the exchange rate 

(Equations 5-7 and 5-8) can be expressed as a two-equation VEC model: 

AE, = 8, + T + ylu,-, + rlJ 

AX, = 6, + T + y2ut-, + 

where u's are the OLS residuals from Equation 5-7; thecefore, the VEC model can also 

be expressed as: 

where the intercepts 6, (i = 1, 2) and the Linear deterministic trend T are optional in the 

test, and ei ( i  = 1. 2) are white noises. The nul1 hypothesis in this test is: 

&: (y,, y,) = (O, O), or, X and E are not cointegrated; 

against H,: (y,, y,) + (0, O), or, X and E are cointegrated. 

The Johansen test estimates the likelihood ratio of the VEC model, which is the ratio 

of the restricted and the unrestricted vdues of the maximum likelihood functions with the 



restriction Ho. If the likelihood ratio is greater than its critical value at a certain 

significance level, we reject the nul1 hypothesis and conciude the variables are integrated 

in order one. 

In this study, we will use both the Engle-Granger test and the Johansen test to examine 

cointegration between net export and the exchange rate, if both of the series follow 

random walk. 



5.1.2 The Data Set 

Al1 data used in this study are extracted from the CANSIM, an electronic data bank 

of Statistics Canada. Net exports are computed as the sum of the mrchandise and service 

balance. The exchange rates are the average of the daily spot rates. The price levels 

(domestic and the foreign) are the consumer price indices. The domestic GDP is in 1986 

dollar terms. Detailed variable specifications and the CANSIM series numben are given 

in Appendix 5- 1. 

S. 1.3 Empiricd Analysis 

The empincai analysis for trade hysteresis in this study includes two steps. First, we 

perform the unit root tests on the series of net expons and foreign exchange ratc. Second, 

we test for cointegration between the two senes, if both series have unit rcmts which 

indicate net exports and the exchange rate follows a random walk. 

In order to see whether the two series behave as random walics in a long time horizon, 

we would like to test the two series in long periods. The available data pends are from 

1950:4 to 1994:S for the US and the rest of the world (ROW) data, and from 1978:4 to 

1994:2 for the OECD data. During such a long period, the absolute values of the series 



changed significantiy, as did their variances. Consequently, heteroscedasticity may be a 

problem in our tests. Thompson and Tiao (1971) reported that tk variance of a time 

series has a trend to grow over the long mn. To avoid the problem of heteroscedasticity, 

we express the net expon as the relative share of the GDP (the net export-GDP ratio 

times 100). and use the real exchange rates, which are the pmducts of the nominal 

exchange rates and the domestic-foreign price ratios, instead of the nominal exchange 

rates. In addition, transforming the series into logarithm form is a comrnon method 

recornmended by rnany studies (Maddala 1992, for example) to avoid the 

heteroscedasticity problem. The senes of net exports and the exchange rate are 

transformed into logarithm form for testing. 

1. Unit Root Test 

The US is the largest trade partner of Canada and the trade flows between the two 

countries dorninate the Canadian economy. Therefore, the unit root test starts from the US 

data. In order to see the trade activities between Canada and other industrial econornies, 

next we test the OECD data. In addition, we extend the test to the data of the rest of the 

world. 



(1) Tests on the US Data 

This section reports the results of the unit mot tests on the senes of net export and the 

exchange rate. The regressions are based on the Augmented Dickey-Fuller mode1 (ADF 

in Equation 5-5). 

Figure 5-1 plots the series of net expon h m  Canada to the US, and its two 

component series: merchandise expon and service export. In this equation, MT stands for 

the merchandise trade balance, S V  for the services trade balance, NX for the net expons. 

and they are ail measured in percent of the GDP. The series of the net export and current 

account are plotted in Figure 5-2, where CU stands for the current account and it is also 

in terms of the GDP ratio (%). The figure shows that fluctuations of the net export 

determine the pattern of change in the current account'. 

' The current account also includes payments and receipts arising from interest and 
dividends that are earned by capital owned in domestic country and invested in the rest 
of the world. and transfer payments. Since these parts are usually small compared with 
the net expon. many studies have treated the net export as the current account. 



Figure 5-1 Trade in Merchandise (MT). Service (SV). and Net Expon (NX) 
CanadaNSA (in percent of GDP) 1950:4 - 1994:2 

% of GDP 
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Figure 5-2 Net Export (NX) and Cumnt Account (CU). CanadaNSA 
(in percent of GDP) 1950:4 - 1994:2 



Figure 5-3 Net Expon-GDP Ratio (NX) and Real Exchange Rate (ER) 
Canada/USA 1950:4 - l994:2 

Yeu 



From the figures we c m  see that the merchandise trade dominates the changes in net 

exports. and net exports dominate the changes in the currenr account. Therefore. we have 

reason to believe that the trade model in Chapter 4 is able to explain the behaviours of 

the net expon (which is a component of the IS cuwe) and the cumnt account (which is 

a component of the BP cume). 

In order to see the relationship between the net expon and the exchange rate, Figure 

5-3 plots the two senes, where ER is the real exchange rate between the two currencies, 

i.e., the nominal exchange rate (the pcice of foreign currency in terms of the Canadian 

dollar) times the price ratio of the two countries. 

Table 5-1 summarizes the unit root tests on the series of net exports between Canada 

and the US. NX, its first difference, A M ,  the exchange rate between the two currencies, 

ER, and its first difference, U R ,  for the period mentioned above. We examine whether 

a series has a unit root by comparing its ADF test value and corresponding critical value. 



Table 5-1: Unit Root Tests for US Data 
1950=4 - 1994:2 

ADF test 

5% C.V. 

k 

S.E. 

Cmff. 

Constant 

Trend 

Adj. R' 1 

Variables 

NX 

-2.14 

-3.44 

12 

.O70 

-. 149 

.2 15 

.O01 

.707 

ANX 

-4.86 

-3.44 

8 

,404 

- 1 -96 

.O27 

-- 
383 

ER 

-2.30 

-3.44 

8 

.O 17 

-.O38 

-.O 14 

1 E-4 

.176 

AER 

-3.73 

-3.44 

8 

.157 

-.586 

-- 
-- 

.396 



The Augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) statistics are the r test statistic of the 

coefficient of the lagged senes. The absolute values of the test are compared with their 

corresponding absolute critical values at 5% significance level (noted as "5% C.V.") 

provided by Mackinnon (1991). If the absolute value of the ADF test statistic is greater 

than the absolute critical value. it indicates that the coefficient of the lagged series is 

greater than zero at 5% significance level and we should reject the hypothesis of the 

series in question having a unit root. Le., it does not foiiow a random walk. Otherwise, 

if the ADF test statistic is less than its critical value, we should accept the hypothesis of 

the series having a unit root. 

The third row of the table indicates the effective lengths oflag (which is k in Equation 

5-5). Since the right-hand-side items of regression in the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test 

are lagged values of the lefi-hand-side variable2, the estimation quality of p depends on 

the lag length k in the regression, Le.. the value of changes as k changes. Therefore, 

the power of the test depends on the lag Iength. The e m r  item fits an ARMA process as 

k increases and explanatory power improves3. 

- - 

' Whether to include the constant a and the time trend f3 in a regression. depends on 
the nature of the series under test. For example, for those series like GDP or net export. 
the two items should be included in the regression. For series like the exchange rate 
which is unlikely to have intercept and time trend (because the Canadian dollar has no 
long-nin tendency to appreciate or depreciate against the US dollar), including a and P 
in the regression will waste two degrees of freedom. 

Theoretically, a sufficient length of lag should be included to capture whatever short 
run dynamic patterns there may be in the senes. Empirically. we may leave in al1 lag 



The rest of the table reports the standard errors (S.E.). the coefficient values (Coeff.) 

of the lagged series (which is p in Equation 5-5). the constant and trend items of the 

regressions (a and fl in Equation 5-5). The 1st  row reports adjusted Rf. 

The fust two columns of the variables show the testing results for net expon and its 

fust difference. Since the ADF test statistic for NX, -2.14, is smaller than its 5% cntical 

value, -3.44. in tenns of absolute value (when k = 12), we accept the nul1 hypothesis of 

NX having a unit root. The result also shows that NX has a (very small) long-nin trend 

(0.00 1) which is a secular drift pmcess as time goes on. For the fust difference of net 

export, A M ,  the absolute value of its ADF test statistic (4.86) is greater than the 5% 

critical value (3.44), so we reject the nuil hypothesis of ANX having a unit mot. 

The next two columns report the results of the tests on the exchange rate and its fust 

difference. Sirnilarly, we accept the nul1 hypothesis of ER having a unit root because its 

ADF test statistic (-2.30, when k = 8) is smaller than the 5% critical value 3.44 in terms 

of absolute value, and reject the nufl hypothesis of AER having a unit root, as the absolute 

value of its ADF test statistic (3.73) is greater than the 5% critical value of 3.44. In 

addition, the smail constant (-O. 14) and the near zero coefficient for the trend item (IE-4) 

indicate that there is no long run tendency of real appreciation or depreciation between 

Canadian and the US dollars. 

terms up to the Iength at which the last lag tenn has a signifiant coefficient, and drop 
al1 h g  terms longer than that. as suggested by Phillips, P. (1987). 



From the test results we conclude that the series of net exports and the exchange rate 

may have unit roots, Le.. they are non-stationary. Since their fmt differences arc 

stationary. we conclude that the two series are integrated of order one. I(1). Therefore, 

the necessary conditions for both cointegration tests on the two series are satisfied. 

(2) Test on the OECD and the ROW Data 

This section reports the unit mot test on the OECD and the rest of the ROW data'. 

The exchange rates, ER, are calculated as a weighted sum of the exchange rate indices 

of Canada's major trading countries which are available in the CANSIM (as listed in 

Appendix 5-1). The test results are summarized in Tables 5-2 and 5-3. 

' Since more than half of Canadian international trade is between Canada and the US, 
the US trade data is the major component of the OECD and the ROW data sets. 
Consequently. our tests on the OECD and the ROW will be dorninated by the behaviour 
of the US data. In order to examine the trade activities between Canada and other 
countries, we isolate the US data from the OECD and the ROW data sets. The non-US 
data can be obtained by subiracting the US data from the OECD and the ROW data 
respectively . 



Table 5-2: Unit R o d  Tests for (non-US) OECD Data 
1978:4 - 1994:2 

Table 5-3: Unit Root Tests for (non-US) ROW Data 
1950:4 - 1!394:2 

ADF test 

5% C.V. 

k 

S.E. 

C~ef f .  

Constant 

Trend 

Adj. R' 

Variables 

ADF test 

5% C.V. 

k 
w 

S.E. 

C~ef f .  

Constant 

Trend 

Adj. R2 

NX 

-2.77 

-3.5 1 

15 

.223 

-.617 

-2.39 

,0049 

.4 15 

Variables 

NX 

-2.06 

-3.44 

13 

.IO5 

-.2 17 

- 3 6  

-.O02 

,527 

ANX 

- 1.77 
-3.50 

8 

.697 

- 1.24 
-.O60 

-- 
.736 

ER 

-.928 

-3 -50 

10 

.O75 

-.O70 

-.O2 1 

6E-4 

,456 

A2NX 

-4.39 

- 1.95 
5 

1.14 

-4.99 

-- 
-- 

.905 

ANX 

-5.05 

-2.88 

9 

.598 

-3 .O2 

-.O39 

-- 

.838 

AER 

-2.22 

-3.50 

8 

-239 

-.529 

.O1 1 

-- 

.367 

ER 

-.OS5 

-3.44 

16 

.O39 

.O02 

.O24 

-5E-4 

.388 

MER 

-2.96 

' -  -1.95 

6 

.735 

-2.18 

-- 
-- 

.749 

AER 

-5.10 

-2.88 

9 

.240 

-. 123 

-.O 13 

-- 

.504 



The test results for the OECD data are summarized in Table 5-2. From the first 

column of the results we c m  see that the test statistic for net export (-2.77. when k = 15) 

is smaller than the 5% critical values (-3.5 1) in ternis of absolute values. so we accept the 

nul1 hypothesis of NX having a unit rmt. The estimated tnod is 0.0049, which is about 

5 times bigger than the trend in the US data (where the trend is 0.001). Since the f i a t  

difference series, ANX, in the next coiurnn. also follows a random walk (the absolute 

value of the test statistic, 1.77 (when k = 8), is smaller than the 5% critical value, 3.50), 

we continue to test its second difference, M. The result in the third column shows that 

MNX is a stationary series, because the absolute test statistic, 4.39 (when k = 3, is 

greater than its corresponding 5% critical value, 1.95. Therefore we know that net export 

may be integrated in arder two: NX - I(2). 

The next three colurnns report the test resuits for the exchange rate, ER. and its 

differences. AER and MER (at effective lag length k = 10, 8,6, respectively). Since the 

absolute values of the test statistics for ER and AER (0.928 and 2.22, respectively) are 

smaller than the corresponding 5% critical value (3.50), and the statistic for MER (2.96) 

is greater than its 5% critical value (1.95), for the same reason, we conclude that the 

exchange rate is ER - I(2). 

Table 5-3 reports the test results for the ROW. The absolute values of the test statistics 

for NX and ER are 2.06 and 0.55 (ai effective lag length k = 13. 16. respectively), which 



are smaller than the 5% critical value, 3.44. The statistics for the first difference of the 

two series are (5.05 and 5.10. at k = 9). which are greater than the 5% critical value, 2.88. 

Therefore. we conclude that both net export and the exchange rate have unit roots. and 

they are integrated of order one: MY - I(1). ER - I(1). 

The results of the unit root tests in Tables 5-1. 5-2 and 5-3 suggest that both net 

export and the exchange rate follow random walk. in addition. the tests on their difference 

show that each of the two series is integrated in order one (the only exception is for the 

OECD data which suggested the series are integrated in the second order). So we 

conclude that the two series have unit mot and, therefore. we use cointegration tests to 

examine the possibility of a hysteretic relationship between them. 

II Cointegration Tests 

Two different tests are perfonned to test cointegration between net export and the 

exchange rate: the Engle-Granger (EG) test and the Iohansen test. The EG tests a single 

equation by examining whether a linear combination of M[ and ER (the residual u of their 

regression) has a unit root. If the residual is a stationary senes, NX and ER are 

cointegrated. Therefore. the EG method is similar to the ADF unit root test. The Johansen 

test is a VAR matrix test which estimates the ratio of a restricted likelihood fiinction (in 

our two variable case, the restriction is the unit root p = 1) and unrestricted likelihood 



function. and compares the ratio with its chi distributed critical values. We accept the nul1 

hypothesis that AM and ER are not cointegrated if the likelihood ratio is smaller than the 

critical value. 

The results of the two tests art reported in Tables 5-4 and 5-5. 



Table 5-4: Summary of EngIeGianger Tests 
on Net Export and Exchange Rate 

Tabk 5-5: Summary of Johansen Test 
on Net Export and Exchange Rate 

LL-Ratio 

5% C.V. 

1 1% C.V. 1 20.04 1 16.31 1 24.60 1 20.04 1 26.31 1 24.60 1 20.04 1 16.31 1 24.60 

Data Sets 

US 

rn 
5.27 

19.96 

1 

3.46 

15.41 

(non-US) OECD 

II 

2.08 

12.53 

I 

10.83 

15.41 

(non-US) ROW 

n 
5.72 

12.53 

m 
19.04 

19.96 

I 

16.83 

15.41 

m 
12.23 

19.96 

a 

7.07 

12.53 



Table 5-4 summarizes the EG tests ktween the series of net exports and the exchange 

rates. The EG test compares the t statistics of the lagged residual. Au, (in Equation 5-8). 

with their corresponding critical values at 5% significance level (noted as "5% C.V."). if 

the absolute value of the EG test statistic is smaller than the critical value, it indicates that 

the coefficient of the lagged series is greater than zero at 5% significance level and we 

should accept the hypothesis of the senes in question having a unit root, i.e., NX and ER 

are not cointegrated. Otherwise, if the EG test statistic is greater than its critical value, 

we should reject the hypothesis of the senes having a unit root. 

In order to capture the entire dynamic pattern of Au, we estimated al1 possible lag 

terms up to the length at which the last lag term has a significant coefficient. The 

effective lag interval i is reported for each set of data. 

The results show that the absolute values of the EG test, 2.27, 2.86, and 2.47, for the 

US. the (non-US) OECD. and (non-US) ROW, are aii smaller than their corresponding 

5% critical values. 3.84, 3.94. and 3.84. respectively. Therefore. we accept the nul1 

hypothesis of the residual senes y having a unit root, Le., the linear combination of NX 

and ER is not stationary. and the two series are not cointegrated. 

in addition to the EG tests. we used the Johansen test to examine funher a possible 

cointegration between the series of net exports and the exchange rate, and the results are 



summarized in Table 5-5. 

The Johansen Test is performed according to different assumptions on the possible 

cointegration relationship between NX and ER. In table 5-5, "1" stands for the assumption 

of a linear detenninistic trend between the two series and an intercept in the regression; 

"II" stands for the assumption of no detenninistic trend but with an intercept; and "III" 

means no deterministic trend and no intercept. Since estimated coefficients in VAR 

models have no explicit meaning to be interpreted5, we only report the log-likelihood 

ratio (L.L. Ratio) of the Ho (which is. no cointegration between the series) in each 

regression, and compare it with its corresponding critical values with given level of 

significance (5% and 1%. respectively). 

Because al1 of the values of L.L. ratios are smaller than their corresponding critical 

values (except for the ROW data under assumption 1), we conciude that the nul1 

hypothesis should be accepted, i.e., NX and ER are not cointegrated. 

The Engle-Granger test and the Johansen test examine stationarity of the linear 

combination of two series, which tells whether or not the two seties move in the same 

direction in the long-run. The results in Tables 5-4 and 5-5 suggest that NX and ER do 

not move together, i.e., they are not cointegrated for the three data sets during the periods 

Hall, et. al (1994) pointed this out, and explanation is given by Griffiths (1993) and 
Intriligator, et. al. ( 1996). 



of time mentioned above. 

Since both of the series of net exports and the exchange rate follow random walk, to 

examine a cointegsation relationship of the two series is to find a long-nin relationship 

between them. Our testing of the US, the OECD, and the ROW data suggests that such 

a relationship does not exist. The nsults verify Chinn's (1991) study, which concluded 

that "the difficulty in fnding cointegration is consistent with the hypothesis of hysteresis 

in trade". Intuitively speaking, no cointegration rneans lack of a tendency for the two 

series to move together, i.e.. a functional relationship between the net export and the 

exchange rate could not be found. Therefore the results support the hypothesis of vade 

hysteresis. 

We have performed the unit root test and the cointegration tests on three data sets: the 

US, the (non-US) OECD, and the ROW. for different lag lengths and time periods. The 

test results could be summarized as the following points: 

---- Both net export NX and the exchange rate ER have unit roots, i.e., the 

series follow random wak, but their difference series are stationary. 

---- There is no convincing evidence to show that NX and ER are cointegrated. 

The existence of unit rmts in the two senes serves as a prelirninary condition for the 
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hypothesis of uade hystensis. Our cointegration tests suggested that the two series are 

not cointegrated, which verifies the hypothesis (as it was discussed by Chinn 1991). 

Therefore, our test results are in favour of trade hysteresis. 



5.2. ESTIMATION OF THE PHILLIPS CURVE 

5.2.1 Estimation Equ~tfoa 

The focus of studies in labour market hysteresis is to test for the existence of the Non 

Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment (NAIRU). The NAIRU can be detennined 

through estimating the Phillips curve. An empincal version of the Phillips curve is 

commonly expressed as the following': 

where x, is inflation rate, and the lagged inflation rate q-, in the nght hand side is used 

to mode1 the expected inflation. u' is the NARU. and e, is residual. Since the NAlRU 

is not observable, to specify u' become the problem of empirical analysis. Gordon (1989) 

suggested that u' is determined by the previous unemployment rate, u,,, and a vector of 

exogenous variables, 2,: 

' Its theoretical rationale corresponds to Equation 2 6 .  



Equations 5- 10 could be read as a surnmary of the aggregate supply side analysis. As 

the major indicator of economic performance. inflation, q. reflects general market 

pressure (on the right-hand-side of the equation). which is defined as the unemployment 

gap (or equivalently. the GDF gap). and the gap is explained by shock factors. 2;. The 

mode1 âeveloped in Chapter 4 suggests that for a s m d  open economy. the domestic 

inflation is not only determined by the domestic factor (ir.. GDP gap). but is also 

affected by shocks from the rest of the world (Le.. shocks of the foreign exchange rate). 

According to Equation 4-36. Z, can be specified as: 

Et -Et-, zt = (1-Y){ Et-, ) 

Therefore, the empirical form of the Phiiîips curve can be written as: 

(S- 12) 

In this smaii open economy version of the Phillips curve, if a =1 (and there is no 
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extemal shock), then the NAIRU corresponds to a steady state situation where the 

inflation level entirely depends on its history. Some New Classical theories2 treated the 

NAlRU hypothesis as consistent with a value of a below unity, since with sorne time 

series processes for the pnce level. rational agents will fom expectation with a weight 

which is less than unity on lagged inflation. The most important parameter for this study 

is the value of q, because hysteresis aises when the NAIRU depends on lagged 

unemployment significantly. Full hysteresis is defined as q = 1. in order to test hysteresis, 

the nght hand side of the above equation can be written in terms of u, and its fint 

di fference: 

From Equation 5-10 we can tell that the parameter should be negative. Since the 

exchange rate shock item, e, can be transformed into a logarithmic form3, so the Phillips 

curve can be estimated as: 

For example, Sargent (1971) pointed out that Friedman's Natural Rate Hypothesis 
( 1968) should be consistent with a < 1. 

Since the series of exchange rate Et is a function of time r ,  so: 

where "log" stands for the natural logarithm. 
From now on, e, = A(logE,). 



The parameters, a. 8, q. and 6, can al1 be identified from regression coefficients a, (i 

= 1, 2, and 3) and b,: 

a = a,; p = a-,; = a3/(a,+a3); and 6 = -b,/(a2+a3). 

The degree of hysteresis is measured as: 

The expression (5-4') c m  be considered a defdtion of labour market hysteresis which 

sûys that the degree of hysteresis. q, is determined by the relative ratio4 of the 

coefficients of previous unemployment rate, u,, and the change in current unemployment 

rate, u,. 

How does the external shock, which is measured by b,, affect dornestic hysteresis? 

Even though the expression (5-14') does not directly involve b,, since the four theoretical 

* This relative ratio measures the weight of Au/(Au,+u,). The ratio can be read as 
"how important is the change in u compared with its cumulative (since last peciod) value". 
and this ratio emphasizes more cumulative effect than the regular ratio of u,,/u,. 



panmeters. a. B. q, and 6 in Equation 5-13, are simultaneously determined by the four 

regression coefficients a,. o,. a,. and b, in Equation 5-14, therefore the exchange shock 

systematically affects hysteresis through the process of the Phillips curve estimation. 

According to the theoretical moâel developed in the previous chapter. including measures 

of extemal exchange shocks makes the Philiips curve equation properly specified for a 

small open economy. and so removes some specification errors from estimates of a2 and 

a,, thereby affecting domestic hysteresis q. Intuitively speaking. if the exchange rate 

shocks are responsible for changes in domestic infîation rate. then the total deviation of 

4 should be partially explained by e, (i.e.. b,, significantly differs from O). As a result. 

estimates of a, and a, should be closer to theû tme valuess. 

Equations 5-13 and 5-14 suggest that domestic inflation is affected by a change in the 

exchange rate, which is a result of theoreticai analysis in Chapter Four. However. the 

Purchasing Power Pafity (PPP) implies a convary view of causation, i.e., changes in 

inflation cause changes in the exchange rate. A Granger causality test is employed to 

empirically ver@ Our hypothesis against the PPP. 

The available period for the data set is from the fmt quarter of 1966 to the third 

quarter of 1994. The inflation rate. q, is computed from CPI, and the exchange rate 

Comparatively. Fortin (1991. 1993) estimated the Phillips curve with the same data 
but without considering the extemal shocks, and h i s  results are significantly different h m  
other similar studies. e g ,  Poloz and Wilkinson (1992). The differences among hem could 
be due to bigger estimating errors involved in their mode1 specifications. 



index. E, is the trade-weighted sum of exchange rates. Figure 5-4 plots the series of the 

inflation rate and the change in the log exchange rate. 



Figure 5-4 Inflation Rate (n) and Exchange Rate (ER) 
Cmsidd'ROW 1966: 1 - 1994:3 
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5.2.2 Causality Test 

The causality test developed by Granger (1969) addresses the question of whether the 

change in the (log) exchange rate, et, is a cause of the change in the domestic inflation 

rate, q. or vice versa. The Granger test examines how much of the currerit fluctuations 

in R, can be explained by its past values, q, ( i  = 1, 2, 3 ...), and then tests whether adding 

lagged values of e, can improve the explanation. Inflation. q. is said to be Granger-caused 

by the change in the (log) exchange rate et if e, ( i  = 1, 2, 3 ...) helps in the prediction of 

nt. or. equivalently, if the coefficients of ebi are statistically significant; in addition, n, and 

q-i should NOT help to explain et. Therefore. the Granger test involves the foilowing two 

steps. 

Fint, test the nul1 hypothesis "et does not cause q" by n i ~ i n g  two regressions: 

Unrestricted: 
n I 

Then use the sum of squared residuals from each regression to calculate an F statistic 



and test whether the group of coefficients 6, (i = 1. 2. 3...) is different from zero at a 

given significant level. If it is, we can reject the nul1 hypothesis. 

Second. test the nul1 hypothesis "x, does not cause et" by running the same regcession 

as above. but switching the positions of e, and 4, and testmg whether lagged values of 

n, are different from zero at a given significant level. 

To conclude that changes in the exchange rate cause fluctuations in the domestic 

inflation rate we need to reject the hypothesis that "et does not cause q" and not reject 

the hypothesis that "IC, does not cause e;'! Since the theory of the Granger test is 

couched in terms of the relevance of ail past information, so the number of lags, n, in the 

regressions is important for the test and different numbers of lags may produce different 

test results. in order to get a robust result, we have chosen 10 different lag lengths to run 

the test: n = 2, 4, 6, ... 20. The lag length of twenty enables us to consider the last five 

years of information. 

The results of the Granger test are summarized ili Table 5-6. 

6 In order to conclude e, causes ?r, (and not vice versa), Pindyck and Rubinfeld ( 199 1 ) 
suggested that to reject the fmt hypothesis and not reject the second hypothesis are both 
necessary. Because rejecting the former is not exactly equivalent to "or causes nt" (just as 
a verdict of "not guilty" could not be really interpreted as "innocent"), the second step 
provides additional information on the relationship of the two variabks. 



Table 5-6 Causality Tests Between e, and ~r. (1966:l-1994:3) 

n 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

18 

20 

Obs. # 

112 

110 

IO8 

106 

104 

102 

100 

98 

96 

94 

A: et does not cause n, 

FiM 

3.3 1 

2.4 1 

2.04 

1.73 

1.26 

1.5 1 

1.68 

1.84 

1.76 

1.64 

. - 
B: & does n ~ t  cause e, 

p-value % 

4.00 

5.39 

6.75 

10.19 

26.93 

12.99 

8.78 

4.40 

5.29 

7.76 

~~ 
1.64 

0.98 

1 .O4 

0.74 

0.33 

0.48 

0.95 

1.20 

0.93 

0.8 1 

p-value % 

19.86 

42.26 
1 

40.69 

65.52 

96.98 

92.02 

5 1.39 

28.86 

54.52 

69.1 1 



where: 

Hypothesis A is "et does not cause q"; 

Hypothesis B is "q does not cause e,". 

The results in columns 5 and 6 in Table 5-6 show that values of the F statistic are not 

significantly different from zero. In other words. the results do not reject Hypothesis B 

(with probabilities far above 5% or IO% significance level). Therefore. we may believe 

that the data set does not fit the PPP theory. 

The test results for Hypothesis A (in columns 3 and 4) Vary as the length of lag 

changes. The values of the F statistic decrease7 as the length of lag increases. 

When the lengths are short. n = 2,4. or 6, the values of the F siatistic are significantly 

greater than zero (3.3 1.2.4 1, and 2.04. respectively). which allows us to reject Hypothesis 

A at the 10% significance level (the probabiiity values for Hypothesis A to be accepted 

are small: 4%, 5.394,  and 6.75%. respectively). 

As the lag length increases, the F values drop faster than their critical values, 

therefore, the probability of Hypothesis A exceeds the 10% level. We are not able to 

reject the nuii hypothesis at 10% significance level when n = 8. 10, and 12 (F = 1.73. 

1.26, and 1-51, corresponding to the probabilities for Hypothesis A to be accepted of 

As the length of lag inreases, the number of observations decreases, and the 
degrees of freedom are chmged as well. 



10.19%. 26.93%. and 12.99%. respectively). 

Then, as the length of lag increases beyond 12 (n = 14. 16 ...), the F values stay at a 

stable range (below 2); therefore. we are able to reject Hypothesis A at 10% significance 

level. Figure 5-5 shows the relationship between the length of lag and probability of 

Hypothesis A. 

Combining the above analyses (reject A and do not reject B), we conclude that change 

in the (log) exchange rate causes changes in the domestic inflation rate8. Therefore. we 

proceed to estimate the Phillips curve of the small open economy version. 

It may be wonhwhile to note at this point that Granger causdity could always 
reflect, not causation between the two variables tested, but both of the variables king 
jointly caused by some omitted third variable (or. other variables), with different lag 
lengths. As a result, Granger causality addresses the question of causality, but can not 
answec it for sure. 



Figure 5-5 Relationship Brtwren Probability of A and Lag Length n 

Lag Length 



5.2.3 Phillips Curve Estimation and Hysteresis Test 

This section reports estimations on the open economy version of the Phillips curve 

equation which was a result of Chapter Four. In addition to Equation 5-14, many 

empirical studies' have suggested that the inflation rate is also closely affected by the 

prices of food and energy. Even though information contained in the inflation rate and the 

prices of food and energy overlap, the quality of the estimation (biasedness of the 

estimators) is not affected by adopting the latter as extra explanatory variables to explain 

the former'. 

Theoretically , these factors could be classified as "shocks" to the inflation rate because 

food and energy prices are more likely determined by the markets of the rest of the world 

(exogenous) rather than by the domestic econorny. They are important in the sense of 

being empirically significant (Le., they could help to improve the quality of regressions. 

~2 f C rF ,,-. -- .- -1--J ' , U, aLb L i c ~ c d  iiï &- i".ghr hand side of the Phillips curve equation). in order to 

enlarge the variety of dynarnic paths in the regression, we add some lagged values for the 

explanatory variables in the equation. Therefore the Phiiiips curve (Equation 5-14) can 

' For example, Fortin 199 1, 1993, and Poloz, et al. 1992. 

Adding inflation in food price and energy price is more or less equivaient to adding 
the dependent variable to the List of explanatory variables. Econometric explanation of this 
treatment can be seen in Kennedy's (1985) Ballentine diagrams. 



be specified as the followin&: 

where R is the inflation rate (change in the CPI). u is the unemployrnent rate. AU is the 

Fust difference of u, e is change in the exchange rate (fmt difference). pf is change in the 

food price (inflation in food price), and p, is change in the energy price (inflation in 

energy price). 

In order to see whether any distonion is generated by demographic and poücy 

changesJ, this study uses two unemployment rates separately. One is the aggregate rate 

for both sexes aged twenty-fi= and over, and the other is the rate for males aged twenty- 

five and over. The estimatins penod is from the fust quarter of 1966 to the third quarter 

of 1994. The estimations include different unemployment rates, whole time period and 

Since many macroeconomic variables are likely to have unit roots, as Nelson and 
Plosser (1982) pointed out. a regression on non-stationary series may produce spurious 
outputs. in order to avoid possibly biased results of OLS regression. the Johansen test is 
used to ensure that ~r, u, e, p,  and p, are cointegrated. 

As Fortin ( 199 1) suggested. for example. 



its sub-penod of 1975- 1994'. The resuits are summarized in the following table. 

Some studies, e.g. Fortin (1991. 1993), reported that a significant hysteresis occurred 
in the Canadian econorny since the mid 1970's. but other studies, e.g. Poloz and 
Wiikinson (1992)' reported the opposite. So we estimate this sub-pend to re-examine the 
debate from an open economy approach. 



Table 5-7 PhUlips Cune Estîmatioa (1966: l-I!l!MS) 

* The numbers in the brackets are standard errors. 
** The significant (5%. one tail) coefficients are marked in bold type. 

Explanatory 
Variables 

d o  
(constiuit) 

*- I 

u 

AU 

W)., 

e 

e. 1 

Pf 

@ / ) - t  

P e  

W- 1 

rl 

adj. R' 

SER 

D-W 

' 

1-94 

-1.95 
(-633) 

.489 
(.067) 

-.298 
(. 193) 

0. 161 
(-024) 

.O54 
(.023) 

-1.33 
(-233) 

-.880 
(.225) 

.273 
(.042) 

0.279 
(.O431 

.O41 
(.O1 1) 

0.032 
(.O1 1) 

351 

-602 

.430 

1 .% 

u and 

Iv,,, 
-151 
(-687) 

.274 
(-099) 

0.684 
C.334) 

9.56 1 
(-252) 

323 
(-302) 

- 1.43 
(1.42) 

-7 13 
(1.41) 

.173 
(-042) 

-. 198 
(-043) 

.O33 
(.O101 

-.O15 
(.O 1 1) 

.45 1 

-70 1 

.404 

1.85 

Estimations 

LW 

-134 
(-627) 

.416 
(.Ml) 

9.445 
(.236) 

-351 
(.Mg) 

.2% 
(-069) 

-1.23 
(.227) 

-55 1 
(-266) 

.271 
(.MO) 

-30 
(.Ml 

.O40 
(-011) 

-.O30 
(.O 1 O) 

A41 

.64 1 

-413 

1.97 

with Differcnt 

~ , S W  

- 1 .O8 
(.737) 

283 
(.O971 

-988 
(-387) 

-.a95 
(-395) 

.220 
(-3951 

-1.87 
(.442) 

131 
(-a) 
.191 

(-043) 

0.2 16 
( -042) 

.O31 
(-010) 

-.O 14 
(.O 1 2) 

334 

-720 

-394 

1.83 

Sub-Pcriods 

VWM 

-.355 
(-437) 

,869 
(.120) 

-25 1 
(. 158) 

-325 
(. 155) 

,464 
(.144) 

.14I 
(.101) 

.O60 
(.139) 

,103 
(.012) 

0.129 
(.O1 1) 

,008 
(.003) 

.O05 
(.003) 

.564 

.789 

.286 

2.47 

V ~ S W  

1 -45 
(1 -27) 

-104 
(-089 ) 

0.837 
(. 165) 

0.972 
(. 163) 

-348 
(-288) 

311 
(.OfQI 

- 3 0  
(-0fj6) 

.O94 
(.O1 1) 

-1.23 
(.O1 1) 

.O09 
(.W3) 

.00S 
(.W) 

.537 

382 

-652 

2.50 



The six estimations are specified as the following: 

Estimation 1 uses the aggregate unemployment rate for the whole period (1966: 1 - 

1 994: 3); 

Estimation II uses the male unemployment rate for the whole period (1966: 1 - 

1994:3); 

Estimation iII estimates a sub-period of Estimation 1 (1975: 1 - 1994:3); 

Estimation IV repeats Estimation II with its sub-period (1975:i - 1994:3); 

Estimation V uses the aggregate unemployment rate and annual data (1966 - 

1994) ; 

Estimation VI estimates a sub-period of Estimation V (1975 - 1994). 

From Estimation 1 we c m  see that for the entire period (19661 - 1994:3), the level 

of unemployment plays a more important role in explainhg the inflation rate than that of 

the change in the unemployment rate (a2 =-0.298 and a, = -0.161). The negative signs of 

the two coefficients verify the negative relationship between inflation rate and 

unemployment rate. The degree of hysteresis can be determined from the coefficients: q 

= (-O. 16 l)/(-0.298 -O. 161) = 0.35 1 (or 35.1%). Since the degree of hysteresis is fairly 

small in this period. we may believe that the Phillips curve relationship is quite "normal" 

on average. In addition, the natural rate of unemployment (for the t h e  decades on 

average) can be calculated as a&, (8) = (- 1.95)1(-0.298) = 6.54%. 



Estimation II considers a different rneasurement of unemployment rate. When the 

aggregate unemployment rate is nplaced by the male unemployment rate, the relative 

importance of the level of unemployment rate (a') drops and the change of 

unemployment rate (a,) increases. As a result, the degree of hysteresis rises to 44.1% (q 

= 0.44 1). Even though the natural rate of unemployment for males (a& = 3.0 1%) is 

lower than that of the aggregate data set (which is 6.54%). the hipher degree of hysteresis 

for the male data indicates that the unemployment rate for males rose at a higher rate than 

the aggregate rate. In other words. the series of male unemployment rate experienced a 

greater deviation from its potential level (the natural rate) dunng this period than that of 

the aggregate rate. 

The difference between the two estimations could be due to the demographic distortion 

in the aggregate rate. Fortin (1991) reported that the aggregate unemployment rate had 

no change o n  average during the 1980s (at 7.5% level); the male unemployment rate, 

however, rose by 25% during this period, from 4.8% in 1981 to 6.1% in 1989. The 

demographic distortion could be caused by the fluctuations of part-time and seasonal 

employment. 

The two estimations show that different measurements of domestic market pressure 

could result in different significant levels of hysteresis. This discovery helps us to 

understand the debate between Fortin and the economists of the Bank of Canada: their 

investigations of the Canadian hysteresis were al1 focused on the domestic factors, and 



their different results may have been caused by different measurements of the domestic 

market pressure. Our study enlarged the investigation rope from the closed economy to 

the open economy. When the external market pressure (the exchange rate shock) is 

considered. the Phillips curve is more accurately esiimated and the estimated hysteresis 

should be closer to its tme value. The level of hystercsis should not be entirely affected 

by the measurement of the domestic market pressure. Therefore. we have reason to 

believe that the results of the open economy approach should be more robust and reliable 

than that of the closed economy approach. 

Economic interdependence became more important for the Canadian econorny during 

the last two decades. Consequently. international market pressure (the extemal shocks) 

significantly affected the domestic economic performances in Canada, especially after the 

fint oil shock in the early 1970s, so we conduct estimations for the period of 1975 - 1994 

to see whether the international market pressure causes the domestic hysteresis6. 

Estimation III re-estimates the aggregate unemployment rate for the period of the fust 

quarter 1975 to the third quarter of 1994. The result shows that the degree of hysteresis 

remains unchanged in the two estimations (q = 33.4% in Estimation m. and q = 35.1% 

in Estimation 0. This is due to the relative ratio of the level of unemployment rate and 

The Chow test can be used to check whether the estimates are robust when data sets 
change, but our focus of re-estimating the sub-set is to see possible changes in 
significance of hysteresis since the middle of 1970's, and to compare Our results with 
other studies. 



the change of unemployment rate (or, the importance of the shares of the level and the 

change to explain change in inflation rate) which remains unchanged (a, changed from - 
0.298 to -0.988 and a, changed €mm -0.161 to -0.495 in Estimations 1 and III, 

respectively ). 

Estimation IV considers the same t h e  period as Estimation III with the male 

unemployment rate. Then is no signifîcant difference from the levels of hysteresis 

estimated in IV and iI (qrv = 0.45 1 and qti = 0.441). The hysteresis of 45.1% was caused 

by both domestic and international market pressures. 

From Estimations 1. II. III. and IV. we can see that the hysteresis phenornenon is quite 

recognizable, but far from severe in the Canadian economy, as the degree of hysteresis 

q significantly diffen from zero but is not close to unity. In other words, we may Say that 

the change and the level of unemployment rate are both important to explain the changes 

in inflation because the estimated coefficients a, and a, are in the same magnitudes in aU 

of the regressions. The sources of the Canadian hysteresis were found in both the 

domestic and international market pressure. In addition. a higher degree of hysteresis 

appeared in the estimations for the male data than in the aggregate data. This is probably 

because the aggregate data may partially smooth out the significance of existing 

hysteresis. 

The study of Poloz and Wilkinson (1992) suggested that different frequencies of data 
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could also result in different significant levels of hysteresis. An annual data set is more 

likely to result in hysteresis than a quarterly data set. because hysteresis couid be offset 

by seasonal fluctuations in a quartedy data set7. In order to see whether or not the data 

frequencies affect the rcsul~ we use the annual data to repeat the above estimations. 

Estimation V repeats Estimation 1 with the annual data set. The estimation shows that 

when the data frequency changed from quarterly to annually. the level of unemployment 

rate became relatively less significant (a, changed from -0.298 to -025 1) and the change 

in the rate became much more significant (a, rose from 0.161 to 0.325 in absolute 

vaiues). As a result. the degree of hysteresis q rose from 35.14 to 56.4%. 

When the annual data are used to estimate the p e n d  of 1975 - 1994 in Estimation VI. 

the results are indeed in favour of the hysteresis hypothesis: a, = -0.837, a, = -0.972. and 

q = 53.7%. Why does the annual data set result in a higher degree of hysteresis? The 

reason could be that the seasonal fluctuations in the inflation rate and the unemployment 

rate may (partially) offset each other and produce a less significant level of hysteresis. 

Therefore, we suspect that 53.796 (from Estimation VI) should be the level of hysteresis 

for the Caadian economy, which takes into account both the seasonal fluctuations and 

the demograp hic dis tortioas. 

' The hysteresis test examines whether the change in unemployment rate (the first 
difference) is important to explain the inflation rate and whether the seasonal fluctuations 
in unemployment rate coutd disturb the true values of the fust difference. Annual data 
sets should be more appropnate for the purpose of measuring the fxst difference. 



Comparing the results in Estimations V and VI with those in the previous four 

estimations. we can see that the data frequency makes a diffennce in the significance of 

hysteresis. The artnual data results in a level of hysteresis about 20% higher than that of 

the quarterly data. 

In conclusion, Our empincd analyses suggest that hysteresis in the Canadian economy 

is recognizable. However. the level of hysteresis is oniy around the 50% range, and it is 

far from its theoretical definition of unity (10%).  In addition, our fmdings suggest that 

international shocks affect the domestic economy via the exchange rate. and these shocks 

are largely responsible for the domestic hysteresis. 



CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

This dissertation investigated hysteresis from the open economy approach, which 

focused on discovenng how the changes in the exchange rates affect both Canadian 

exports and domestic econornic performance. Our theoretical analysis explained the 

mechanism of hysteresis for a smaii open economy, and our empirical investigation found 

that hysteresis was signifiant in the Canadian economy during the last two decades. 

The relationships between the exchange rate and the balance of trade, and between the 

inflation rate and the unemployment rate (or output level) suggested by the conventional 

theones, are al1 functional. Thus, one variable (e.g., the balance of payments) should 

respiid to a change in another variable (e.g., the exchange rate) in a unique pattern which 

can usually be described by a well-specified (linear or non-lineu) hinction. These theories 

were bnefly reviewed in Chapter Two. 

Chapter Three surveyed the literature on hysteresis. The survey found that the existing 

studies followed two separate lines: trade hysteresis and domestic labour market 

hysteresis. In addition, most of these studies -- theoretical research and empirical analysis 

-- concentrated on the European labour hysteresis. Studies on other labour markets and 



hysteresis in uade wem rather in their early stage. This dissertation attempted to combine 

the two separate lines to study hysteresis in the Canadian economy. 

As the theoretical part of this study, Chapter four developed two models of hysteresis 

for a small open economy which could be applied to the Canadian case: one for the 

aggregate demand side and one for the aggregate supply side. 

The fust one presented a hysteretic IS-LM-BP model which showed chat trade 

hysteresis could result in a vertical IS curve and bend the aggregate demand curve up to 

vertical. A vertical aggregate demand curve expiained hysteresis in the domestic economy. 

The demand-side model discovered that hysteresis could be caused by a hysteretic export 

component w hich dominates the entire aggregate demand and bends the aggregate demand 

curve up to verticai. For a small open economy, when its net exports dorninate the 

aggregate demand and a severe trade hy steresis occun. a functional relationship between 

the output level (or unemployment rate) and change in price level disappears (i.e., q = 

1). The vertical aggregate demand curve explained why the vade-off relationship between 

price and output disappeared. 

The second model developed an open ecossay version ûf the Phillips curve by 

allowing the exchange rate to enter the right-hand-side of the equation (which suggests 

that a change in the exchange rate directly affects domestic inflation rate). The model 

enlarged the market pressure from the domestic to international and provided a theoretical 



base for empincal testing. allowing us to determine whether the domestic hysteresis is 

caused by international market pressure. 

Chapter Five conducted empincal tests on hysteresis for the open Canadian economy. 

The empincai analyses were divided into two parts: trade hysteresis testing and Phillips 

cuwe estimation. 

The results of the unit root test and the cointegration test were reported in part one. 

Trade hysteresis was tested by examining whether net exports and the exchange rate are 

cointegrated in the long-run. The necessary condition of both series king integrated of 

order one, 1(1), was established on ADF unit root tests. The test was based on three 

groups of data: the US data for the period of 1950:4 - 1994:2; the OECD data for the 

period of 1978:4 - 1994:2; and the Rest of the Wold (ROW) data for the pend of 1950:4 

- 19942. Al1 of the test results suggested that the senes of net exports and exchange rates 

have unit roots with given levels of significance (5%). The test results also showed that 

the non-stationary series of net export and exchange rate could be stabilized by taking 

their first or second order differences. 

Both the Engle-Granger and the Johansen iests were performed to examine relationship 

between net export series and the exchange rate series for the three sets of data. The 

former uses the t test to examine a single equation model and the latter uses the 

maximum-likelihood method to tsst a vector error correction VAR model. Al1 results of 



the tests show that net export and the exchange rate an not cointegrated, which indicates 

an existence of trade hysteresis in the open Canadian economy. In other words. there was 

no statistical evidence to show that changes in net exports could be explained by changes 

in the sxchange rates. 

The second part of the empirical analysis estimated the open econorny venion of the 

Phiilips curve based on the theoretical models developed in Chapter four. 

Stey one of the estimation performed the causality test between changes in the 

inflation rate and the exchange rate (i.e.. their fint difierences) with quarterly data for the 

pend of 1966:l - 1994:3. The results showed that changes in the exchange rate did 

Granger cause changes in the domestic inflation rate. Therefore, the open economy 

venion of the Phillips curve was verified by the empirical evidence. 

The next step was to estimate the Phillips curve. and the degree of hysteresis was 

calculated from the results of the estimation. In alternative estimations with different 

measurements of the unemployment rate (the aggregate unemployment rate and the male 

unemployment rate). different data pends (1966: 1 - 1994:3. and 1975: 1 - 1994:3). and 

different data frequencies (quarterly and annually). the results suggested that hysteresis 

has been significant in the Canadian economy. especially since the middle of the L 970's. 

The hysteresis phenornenon is an indication of market imperfections, since a hysteretic 
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relationship between variables suggests that interaction between the forces of demand and 

supply does not follow well-specified mles in the conventional theories. Theoretically, the 

hysteresis phenornenon is consistent with the multi-equilibria theory. As a new 

development of the New Keynesian School. the multi-equilibna theory suggests that 

possible equilibrium point in an economic system is not unique. and as a result of 

dynamic adjustment between the forces of demand and supply. the actual equilibrium may 

end up at an undesirable point (Le.. a high unemployment level) and stay there without 

a tendency to move back to its previous (desirable) position'. The empiricd results in this 

study supported the hysteresis hypothesis for the Canadian economy. and suggested that 

the sources for domestic labour market hysteresis are found in both the domestic market 

pressure and that of the rest of the world. 

The policy implication of this study is that govemments may be called upon to 

respond necessary shock results. Le., purposely use policies to help the economy to reach 

a desirable equilibrium. Le.. a low unemployment rate situation. 

Finally, a possible extension of this may be addressea. The theoretical analysis in this 

study developed two propositions in Chapter Four. The non-monotonie relationship 

between net exports and the exchange rate (Proposition l) was tested by examining 

whether the two series were cointegrated, but the vertical aggregate demand curve, as a 

' Cooper and John (1988). Bail and Romer (1992). and Mankiw (1992) discussed the 
multi-equilibria theory and concluded that it could result in a coordination failure, Le., a 
Mure of the market adjustment mechanism. 



result of inde hysteresis (Proposition II). remains without empirical verifkation. Testing 

whether an aggregate demand curve is vertical, under the condition of trade hystensis. 

could be a consideration in future studies. A vertical aggregate demand c u m  could be 

tested from alternative approaches. One possible approach is that, from a tim series 

viewpoint, a vertical aggregate demand curve implies that movements of c b g e  in the 

output and change in price drift apart in the long-run. i.e.. they are not cointegrated. 

Therefore, we may simultaneously test integration among series of the output, inflation 

rate, net export and the exchange rate, to verify the relationship suggested by Proposition 

II. 



To show the relationship between line-integral U and integral X (refer to Figure A): 

Draw an anxilairy line SoG. such that: 

(1) S,G J- OS; and (2) SoG = E,,So = V,. 

From Figure A we can see that the Line-integral, U, measures triangle OSoG, and the 
integral X measures triangle OE$,: 

Therefore, the relationship between OE,, and OS, cm be seen: - OE, 1 OS, = cos a; 
:. OS, = (1  / cos a) OEo. 

Y (1) (COS a)(sec a) = 1; (2) sec2a - tan2a = 1; and (3) tan a = a 

t h a t  is, X = l u  Q.E.D. 
, / - -  



The line-integral Calculation (refer to Figure 4-2) 

Because the linearized loop (Equation 3) s = Z si, i = 1. 2. 3, so U cm be calculated as: 

Now we can calculate Ui one by one. 
(a) s E s, (exchange rate shock cornes): 

(b) s E s2 (during hysteresis process, the short an): 

(c) s E s3 (cumulative effects caused by the shock, the long an): 



APPENDIX 4-2: LINE-INTEGRAL CALCULATION 

The line-integral Cdculation (refer to Figure 4-2) 

Because the linearized loop (Equation 3) s = Z si, i = 1. 2. 3, so U can be calculated as: 

Now we can calculate Ui one by one. 
(a) s E S, (exchange rate shock cornes): 

(b) s E s, (during hysteresis process. the short nin): 

(c) s E S, (cumu 

I V J -  

lative effects caused by the shock. the long mn): 



APPENDM 5-1: DATA SOURCES 

The variables in Chapter 5 are spcified as following (with CANSM senes numbers): 

(A) Trade Flow Series (in $million) 

BOPus: 
CU,,: 
MTUs: 
CP,,: 

BOPuK: 
CU,,: 
MTuK: 
CP,,: 

BOP,: 
CUEc: 
MTEc: 
CP,,: 

BOP,,,: 
CUOECD: 
MT,,,: 
CPOECD: 

BOP,,,: 

CU,,,: 
MT,,,: 
CPROW: 

Balance of payments, CanadaNS. (D7 1669) 
Current account, CanadaNS, (D7 1 102) 
Merchandise vade account, CanadaRTS, (D7 1 103) 
Capital account, CanadaNS, (D7 1 145) 

Balance of payments, CanadaNK, (D7 1201) 
Current account, CanadaNK, (D7 1202) 
Merchandise trade account, CanadaNK, (D7 1 203) 
Capital account, CanadaNK, (D7 1245) 

Balance of payments, CanadaEC. (D7 130 1) 
Current accoun t, Canada/EC, (D7 1 302) 
Merchandise trade account. CanaddEC, (D7 1303) 
Capital account. CanadaEC, (D7 1345) 

Balance of payrnents, CanaddOECD. (D7 150 1 ) 
Current account, Canada/OECD, (D7 1502) 
Merchandise Vade account. Canada/OECD, (D7 1503) 
Capital account. CanadaIOECD, (D7 1545) 

Balance of payments. CanadalRest of world, (D7 1001) 
Current account, CanaddRest of world. (D7 1002) 
Merchandise trade account, CanadaiRest of world, (D7 1003) 
Capital account, Canadaest of wodd, (D71045) 

(B) Price and Exchange Rate Series 

CPI: Consumer price index for al1 items, 1986= lû0, (P484ûûû) 
IPP: industrial product price index, 1986- 100, (D6 13420) 



Paasche import price index, al1 counuies' total major goods, 
19862 100, (D75ûûûû) 
Paasche export price index, al1 countries's total major goods, 
1986= 100, (D75 1020) 
US consumer price index, dl items, 1984=100, (Dl39 105) 
CanadaNS spot exchange rate, (B3400) 
CiinadaiFrance spot exchange rate, (B34û4) 
CanadalGemany spot exchange rate. (B3405) 
Canadafltaly spot exchange rate, (B3406) 
CanadalJapan spot exchange rate, (B3407) 
CanadaiUK spot exchange rate, (B34 12) 
Canada/Australia exchange rate. (B3425) 
CanadaIHong Kong exchanp rate. (B3428) 
CanadalMexico exchange rate, (B3430) 
CanadaIG- 10 exchange rate, (834 1 8) 
Average exchange rate, weighted by trade volume between Canada 
and its trading countries. 

(C) Output and Unemployment Series 

Y ,: Output. GDP in market price ($million), (D10057) 

Y,: Income based GDP ($million). (Dl 1000) 

Us: Unemployment rate for both sex, 25 years old and over (%), 

(D767262) 
U,: Unemployment rate for male, 25 years old and over (%), 

(D767657) 

U, : Unemployment rate for female, 25 years old and over (%). 
(D76773 1) 

u15: Unemployment rate for both sex, 15 years old and over (%), 

(D767289) 
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